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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHAIR COCHRAN: . . .(gavel). . . Good morning. Aloha, everyone. The meeting of
the Infrastructure Management Committee will now come to order. And before
we, we begin, please turn off or silence your cell phones or any other
noise-making devices. Thank you. And I‟d like to introduce my Committee
voting Members present. I have Michael Victorino, Committee Vice-Chair.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning. I also have Don Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Good morning, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Council Chair Danny Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good morning.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning. And our wonderful lady, non-voting Member
though, to be here to learn I‟m sure, Ms. Gladys Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Aloha. And I want to introduce our Administration officials
present, and we have the Honorable Mayor Alan Arakawa present this morning.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Good morning.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Aloha, Mayor. And it looks like in the, the gallery, we have Steve
Parabicoli, Wastewater Recycling Program Coordinator, and coming in we have
Danny Agsalog, Director of Finance. And I‟m sure many more to join us today.
Excused is Councilmember Riki Hokama and…oh, here comes
Vice-Chair Joe Pontanilla on his way to the floor right now.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good morning. Good morning.
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CHAIR COCHRAN: My Committee Staff, I have Legislative Attorney David Raatz and
also Committee Secretary Yvette Bouthillier. And at this time I‟d like to say that
public testimony will be accepted in a few minutes, so please sign up at the desk
on the eighth floor in the lobby, just outside our Chamber gallery. Testimony will
be limited to two…to the two items listed on our agenda today. And pursuant to
the Rules of the Council, each testifier will be allowed to testify for up to three
minutes per item with one minute to conclude. When testifying, please state your
name and the name of the organization you may be representing. I‟d like to
acknowledge the presence of Councilmember Bob Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Good morning.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning. So, Members, without objection I would, I would
now proceed to have the Committee accept testimony on both of our agenda items
today.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Members. Staff, please call the first testifier.
MR. RAATZ: Thank you, Madam Chair. The first testifier is Eve Clute. She‟ll be
followed by John Seebart.
. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. . .
MS. CLUTE: Good morning.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning.
MS. CLUTE: I‟m very glad to be here. I‟m glad this topic is, is for discussion on
injection wells. You have in front of you my testimony which is three pages long,
and it‟s the…looks like this, and it has…it‟s 20 years of, of research boiled down
to three pages. And what it basically says is that we do know that the
contaminants coming out of the sewage treatment plant that goes into the injection
wells is producing contaminants in the ocean which are making people sick. One
of the contaminants is a staph infection called MRSA, it‟s multi-resistant staph. I
should tell you my name is Eve Clute and I am a Doctor of Public Health, and I‟m
presenting this as a Doctor of Public Health. The…in my research, I have looked
at the various ways to clean up sewage so that it can be moved into electricity,
and there is a company called M2 Renewables. Mr. Ken Stedman has worked for
20 years to create this, this new technology, and he is in Greece and Japan and
Singapore and New York City cleaning up their water. And he‟s doing it with a
onsite, actually at the sewage treatment plant, the size of 8 feet by 12 feet which is
the size of a small bedroom in your home which will take the 9 million gallons
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that go into the Lahaina Sewage Plant and the various plants on the island and
change the sewage sludge into hydrogen. That hydrogen is then a clean enough
renewable source for Maui Electric to put up their fuel cells and now take that
electricity and…or take that hydrogen and make it into electricity which can run
the sewage treatment plant, pump up treated sewage into the sugar cane fields and
use it for irrigation so that we can have green plants growing up there, use it on
golf courses. So the system not only comes with the, the physical facility but also
a operator who will train Steve Parabicoli and Dave Taylor on how this will work,
and it…they will be here for one year making sure that the sewage is properly
retrofitted with the equipment from the sewage treatment plant and that the
electrical cells are actually making electricity. So it‟s a package deal and the
information is on Page 2 of the, of my testimony today of how you can contact
M2 Renewables and learn about their system and actually go on the internet and
look at the, at, at their systems and how they work. My biggest concern is the
pollutants that are coming out of the sewage that are going into the, into the ocean
through the injection wells, and if you take that same sewage and you put it on
land, you‟re going to have the same contaminants making people sick with
MRSA. And we do have diagnosis of divers and surfers who are coming down
with, with MRSA, and MRSA means multi-resistant to antibiotics, and there‟s
only a few antibiotics left, and when that, when those…when MRSA jumps and
stop and continues to become resistant to the remaining antibiotics that do exist,
that means it becomes flesh-eating bacteria. A child will die within several hours,
an adult will die within two days. There is no cure. Once these antibiotics, you
know, stop working…and, and that, and that we are seeing more and more
resistance to the antibiotics that are, that are available. So…
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Clute. Please conclude.
MS. CLUTE: Uh-huh. When I presented this to the last Administration, they
misunderstood how the technology works, and they were afraid that when you
take sewage sludge out of the sewage treatment plant, it would have to be carried
away to the landfill. So I want to be very clear that it is an onsite process, that the
sewage never leaves the sewage treatment plant. So it‟s clean, it‟s renewable, and
it‟s finally here for us to look at. Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Any clarification needed by the testifier, Members?
All right…oh, Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Ms. Clute, for being
here this morning. Interesting in regards to the usage of sewage to create energy,
and one of the companies that do that is the, the ships that go across these islands,
you know, the, the Pride of America, Pride of Aloha, and I forget about…the, the
old Constitution. We had visited their ship and, and one of the things that they do
is utilize the sewage to create energy. So I find your, your talk very interesting in
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regards to the utilization of sewage to, to hydrogen to create energy. So I‟ll, I‟ll
look forward to seeing your public testimony, especially Page 2. Thank you.
MS. CLUTE: Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN:
Ms. Clute.

Thank you. Any other Members?

Seeing none, thank you,

MR. RAATZ: The next testifier is John Seebart, to be followed by Sally Raisbeck.
MR.

SEEBART: Good
morning,
Members,
Mr.
Mayor,
Chairman
Cochran…Chairperson Cochran. Sorry. I was here two weeks ago and basically
my, my plea is, is that we develop a plan. And I was…took note of Eve‟s
testimony here where she said the last Administration didn‟t understand what she
was talking about, and also two weeks ago, I complained about the last
Administration. In the wastewater committee, there was a series of obfuscations.
It was, it was absolutely unbelievable what they couldn‟t understand. Most of
‟em are gone now. They‟re not all gone. It‟s my opinion that they should all be
gone the, the people that were on that committee, the wastewater committee
running it for the old Mayor. That‟s my opinion. I, I mentioned a couple studies
last time that I didn‟t have with me and so this time I brought them in. This is the
USGS study that shows the wastewater plumes at Kahekili and at Kahului. Then
there is the Dailer, Knox, et al., Marine Pollution Bulletin. It‟s a peer-reviewed,
published study that shows that the, the injection wells are in fact harming the, the
reefs in close proximity to the injection wells, and the methodology is all
contained in here. It‟s kind of boring reading but if you skip over the technical
stuff it‟s actually easy to read. What it says is that we know that there‟s excess
nitrogen in the water near the injection wells, and we know because of the
particular isotope δ15N that we, we…it is from sewage. So we know it‟s from
sewage and we know it‟s in close proximity to the sewage treatment plants;
therefore, we can conclude that that nitrogen is in excess there because of that.
And they also tested all the way around the island and found lower levels of
nitrogen everywhere except in real close proximity to the injection wells.
Anyway, that study is cited in this letter here to the, to the County of Maui to
Cheryl Okuma by the EPA where they cite this study that I just mentioned and
require Maui County to do testing in the nearshore waters, multitracer studies.
Then there‟s a letter here from the Administration saying essentially, no can.
They are still required. I have an email here from Cheryl…I‟m sorry, from Nancy
Rumrill of the EPA that says Maui County is still being required to, to perform
these tests. I have here a synopsis of all this material in Environment Hawaii. We
really need a plan. This, this problem was not a result of the last Administration,
they did not cause this problem. This has been going on for 40 years. When it
was adopted, the injection wells were thought to be a good thing. You can‟t fault
anybody in the past, but I think you can fault the last Administration severely
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because even though it wasn‟t their problem when they came in, their complete
denial of the issue and, and clever bureaucratic wheedling, basically they put it off
and put it off. In fact, my opinion of the wastewater committee that the former
Mayor appointed was to delay it until after the election, so there you have that.
So those are, those are my thoughts. I‟m a taxpayer here on Maui. I live in West
Maui. I was, I was born here on Maui. I don‟t want to see the environment
destroyed. I, I, I think that our, our environment is our economy here to a great
extent, and we just can‟t afford to kill these reefs. Oh, and there‟s one other thing,
I didn‟t bring this one but we had testimony over the phone last week from Kauai.
Well, I came across an EPA bulletin in the meantime. Kauai County has received
a Pisces Award from the EPA for the work they did in their sewage treatment
plants improving it and so forth. But guess what? They had a plan, we don‟t.
We didn‟t under the former Administration. Had we had a plan we might have
gotten some of that money, because a lot of that money came from the
shovel-ready projects in the Recovery Act. We missed that. Some of it came
from the Department of Health. You know, there are a lot of ways to raise money
and the, the notion that we don‟t have it, it can‟t come out of our budget…
CHAIR COCHRAN: Please conclude, Mr. Seebart.
MR. SEEBART: Yes.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you.
MR. SEEBART: Is, is preventing us from having a plan which is what I beg for. Thank
you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Any clarification needed for the testifier, Members?
Seeing none, thank you, Mr…oh, wait, hold on, Mr. Seebart. Yes, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Mr. Seebart.
Mr. Seebart, is it possible that you could leave that folder so we can have copies?
MR. SEEBART: That‟s what I‟m going to do, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Thank you very much.
MR. SEEBART: Yes, thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Next testifier.
MR. RAATZ: The next testifier is Sally Raisbeck, to be followed by Pam Daoust.
MS. RAISBECK: Good morning, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning.
MS. RAISBECK: Ms.…Madam Chair, pardon me, Mr. Mayor, and Members. I‟m Sally
Raisbeck, I live in Wailuku. I wanted to say thank you to whoever is responsible
for the fact that I thought the handling of the tsunami went quite well. We luckily
got minimal damage, but I was woken up by the, the sirens, they worked
beautifully in Wailuku. And I thought the, the whole process was handled very
well, so thank you for that. I wanted to say though that the damage in Japan
makes me really think about what would happen if the tsunami instead of being
6 feet had been 12 feet, had been 18 feet, 24 feet. And it‟s clear to me that we
shouldn‟t have the airport where it is, and we shouldn‟t have the sewage treatment
plant where it is, and whatever is needed to take care of the electrical system,
‟cause most people on Maui won‟t get water if the electricity goes out. Not just
sewage which isn‟t life threatening but water you have to have electricity to pump
the water to people. So besides the plan for getting rid of the injection wells, I
think we need a disaster plan and perhaps I should be speaking this more directly
to Mr. Mayor. That to get these things moved while it would be enormously
expensive needs to have a plan, ‟cause they shouldn‟t be where they are, and if we
had a really bad tsunami and the airport was where it was, we wouldn‟t have the
use of the airport. So that‟s my main concern. And as a commentary on what
Eve and, and the other guy spoke about, if you‟ve ever known somebody who got
that MRSA, the multi-resistant, fleshing-eating bacteria, if you‟ve ever known
somebody who had that, woo, that is the worst. And if it‟s true, as Eve says that
it‟s been found in the nearshore waters, that is really bad. So that‟s, that‟s all I
have to say, and thank you very much.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Ms. Raisbeck. Any clarification for
the…yes, Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Sally, for being here this
morning. About four or five years ago we put in $20 million to reinforce that
Kahului Wastewater Treatment Plan, and I think Mr. Taylor at that time did a
fantastic job in putting the electrical system above…maybe ten feet above the
ground.
MS. RAISBECK: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So I, I think that really helped. The other thing,
yeah, I agree with you that some of our infrastructure are too close to the shore.
Just to let you know, we have some…we have an agreement with A&B for some
land to move the treatment plant, and, and I think it‟s going to take the will of this
County to start the planning, because it‟s going to cost a lot of money.
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MS. RAISBECK: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So, you know, I think, you know, I hear you loud
and clear in regards to, you know, let‟s start planning, because it‟s going to take,
you know, more than five years just to do it.
MS. RAISBECK: Oh yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. So thank you for your testimony.
MS. RAISBECK: Can I comment?
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr…yes.
MS. RAISBECK: Yeah. I just wanted to say that Don Couch spoke to me beforehand
and said he thought it would cost 400 million or something to actually move it.
But when…and I told him with my own budget when you have to do something,
you do it, and a lot of stuff suffers when you have to use your money for
something that you have to do. But this looks to me, after seeing what happened
to Japan, like this is something we have to do, so thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Raisbeck. Any further comments, Members?
Seeing none, thank you, Ms. Raisbeck.
MS. RAISBECK: Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: The next testifier?
MR. RAATZ: The next testifier is Pam Daoust, to be followed by Patricia Haskin.
MS. DAOUST: Good morning. My name is Pam Daoust, I am the current President of
the Maalaea Community Association, a past president of one of the condominium
associations in Maalaea, and I also served on the CWG. And I‟d like to speak
today about the, Maalaea‟s injection wells. I became involved in seeking
solutions to our present wastewater systems in Maalaea after the release of the
2007 Coral Reef Study. That study set MCA on a path of trying to determine
what was killing the reef in Maalaea and what could be done to address all of the
contributing factors including our own injection wells. Now some Maalaea
condos have already replaced their aging STP systems, others are in process of
doing so. We have 23 injection wells which are legally permitted by the
Department of Health and meet standards set by the Safe Drinking Water Act.
Testing is done every month. If a system is not functioning properly, fines of up
to $25,000 per day can be levied on us. The Safe Water…Drinking Water Act
addresses disinfection of wastewater while the Clean Water Act, which is
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administered by the EPA, addresses negative impacts to coastal waters from
nitrogen and phosphorous or other harmful nutrients. This is where both private
and County injection wells could have compliance problems. The EPA has
already required many states with impaired coastal waters, which we have here in
Maui, to upgrade older technologies and adopt newer, more effective ones. The
County uses BNR which is biological nutrient removal, which removes some but
not all of your nutrients. About 23 percent of your wastewater is recycled. Some
9 million gallons of wastewater is still disposed of daily through the County‟s
18 injection wells. By comparison, Maalaea disposes of about 300,000 gallons
daily. Our systems don‟t remove nutrients, but our total load of nitrogen is a mere
drop in the bucket compared to the County‟s even with its nutrient removal
system. The County‟s volume is just that much greater and it produces far more
pounds of nutrients overall. This volume will continue to increase as Maui
continues to develop. The designation of R-1 or R-2 is only relevant in
determining how clean treated wastewater is; it has nothing to do with removal of
nutrients. Nutrient removal for small private systems like ours is still relatively
new in Hawaii and presents a unique challenge. I‟ve been in contact with
Ms. Roth who addressed your meeting last time about possibilities in Maalaea for
using green or natural technologies. I researched those technologies and supplied
some of that info to the CWG, but in the CWG, we primarily focused on recycling
and we lacked the time to evaluate alternative technologies or to compare them
versus cost. The CWG, we didn‟t always agree, but we did agree that Maui
County should expand its recycling efforts. We agreed that alternative
technologies should be researched and that for eventual implementation at the
Kahului Plant where the cost of recycling are just going to be too high. Recycling
projects have to be prioritized and tackled in order of ease of completion and
more reasonable costs. In Maalaea, a recycling plant, which has to be backed up
by injection wells, might not be the best option. We‟re just too near the ocean.
The lands surrounding us all slope downward and drain into the bay. This has
caused serious flooding and sedimentation problems that still need to be
addressed on a permanent basis. Environmentally speaking, Maalaea is an
extremely sensitive area. You know, all the nutrients from our surrounding
farmlands probably flow into the ocean every time it rains. Many of us in
Maalaea have come to believe that green technologies offer environmentally
friendly, less costly possibilities. They‟re known to be far less expensive to
implement than a traditional treatment plant. They can reduce nitrogen by up to
100 percent, replenish aquifers, and provide cherished green space. Now if we
get a project put together for this, we are really going to be coming to the Council
and asking for your support, not your financial support, but if there is money out
there to be had in the form of grants, it comes down through the County. And
actually sometimes your County department heads like to spend it in their way
that they think is best and not necessarily in the way that we in the community
might wish to think is best. So I would ask for your support that if we get a
project like this put together that you support us in this and try to help us find
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some alternative to our present aging systems and to the nutrient problem that we
ourselves may be, may be a part of, just as the County is a part of it. Thank you
so much.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Daoust. Any clarification needed for the testifier,
Members? Seeing none, thank you, Ms. Daoust.
MR. RAATZ: The next testifier is Patricia Haskin, to be followed by Darla White.
MS. HASKIN: Good morning, Madam Chairperson and the Mayor and Committee
Members. I‟m here speaking just for myself. I‟m an interested resident and
taxpayer. I retired here from teaching in California, I taught 25 years chemistry
and biology, so I am very interested in the environment. And I‟m basically here
to ask you to develop a plan so we can do an alternative process to the injection
wells. As I do believe, from reading all the literature that‟s been presented here
and going to many talks, that this freshwater is really damaging our reefs which I
think not only myself value. But it‟s a big industry here and the visitors love to
go swimming and see the fish and coral, and we don‟t want to destroy this
wonderful habitat. So I‟m just asking you to please develop a plan and implement
it so that we can all enjoy the environment. Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Any clarifications for the testifier, Members? Seeing
none, aloha, thank you.
MR. RAATZ: The next testifier is Darla White, to be followed by Hannah Bernard.
MS. WHITE: Good morning. My name is Darla White, and I‟d just like to be clear that
I‟m here speaking on behalf of myself this morning. Thank you for the
opportunity to come and speak with you in this Committee. Many of you know
but some of you don‟t, I work for the Division of Aquatic Resources and
previously have worked with the University of Hawaii. I‟m a research diver and
I‟ve been studying the reefs in Hawaii for over ten years now. I would like to
commend you for taking steps toward this very sizeable and very…but absolutely
essential undertaking of water reuse. It‟s a very big picture task and it‟s going to
take a strong commitment and continuity, from the County that extends far into
the future and far beyond a lot of elected terms. But the strong commitment is
what is needed for the longevity of not only valuable water resources, but also the
longevity of other priceless natural resources such as our reefs in nearshore areas
that are impacted by the injection wells which provide habitat to a multitude of
marine life, a quarter of which is found nowhere else on the planet, marine
tourism, food, and quality of life for residents and Hawaiian practitioners, and
which provides shoreline protection from waves and other erosional processes.
By moving forward on water reuse, you can feed two birds with one hand, as
opposed to killing a couple, by providing water resources and by removing
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stressors from our nearshore areas. There is an urgency to move forward on this
effort now because, specifically because of our reefs. Land-based stressors are
impacting reefs, and actions are needed to remove these stressors if these
ecosystems and the services they provide are to thrive. A reef that is not growing
is eroding. Multiple research projects, as John Seebart brought up earlier, have
demonstrated problems in the nearshore marine environments adjacent injection
wells around Maui island. There have also been a number of other researchers
that have been here studying as well. Some of these impacts include but are not
limited to algal blooms (both invasive and native species including our turf algae]
which haven‟t gotten a lot of spotlight yet), demonstrated algal uptake of effluent
with the nitrogen isotopes, rapid coral decline (as demonstrated by Coral Reef
Assistant Monitoring Program and other studies which I have listed in my
testimony which I‟ve turned in today), bacterial communities that grow in the face
of antibiotics, and then these sites also share more than their fair share of coral
diseases. I actually teach the community about identifying coral diseases at
Kahekili because it has so many different examples to choose from. We just
started a project looking at some of the areas of Kahekili reef that are actually
collapsing. Multiple researchers have looked at freshwater plumes in Kihei and
Lahaina and have clearly shown indicators of wastewater effluent in the nearshore
areas. These impacts are in violation of the Clean Water Act which states we
have a right to fishable, swimmable waters, and I just wanted to say that the EPA
has given very strong orders and they are under penalties that could be as…levied
against taxpayers and the County. I would encourage you all to prioritize
wastewater reuse and phasing out of the injection wells as a step in a positive
direction towards these orders.
Maui is fortunate to have community
organizations such as the DIRE Coalition that have taken the initiative to help the
County to find solutions, as this is definitely not a unique problem. The amount
of expertise and time and effort put forth by DIRE should be utilized by this
Council. The first step is to treat water to a higher standard and disinfect it. This
is absolutely a must, and it falls in line with the goal of water reuse. The other
obvious reason to get dedicated to this now is water for the future. In the face of
population growth and climate change (including sea level rise and precipitation
changes) you have a responsibility to prepare for the water needs of coming
generations. It simply has to be a priority. Anyway, thank you very much.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Darla. Any clarification needed for the testifier,
Members? Seeing none, thank you, Ms. White.
MR. RAATZ: The next testifier is Hannah Bernard, to be followed by Robin Knox.
MS. BERNARD: Good morning, Chairwoman Elle Cochran. It‟s so good to see you
here and all the Committee Members and Mayor Arakawa. Appreciate your
presence. My name is Hannah Bernard, I‟m the President and co-founder of
Hawaii Wildlife Fund, and I‟m also speaking today on behalf of the DIRE
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Coalition as a founding member of that group. I know you‟ve already had great
testimony from several representatives including Jeff Schwartz several weeks ago,
and I‟m here to reiterate his testimony and to resubmit it so that you have it once
again, but I‟m also going to amplify some points. So there were three main
messages that were communicated through the DIRE Coalition that Jeff wanted to
make sure that you folks heard, and one of them was of concern, I‟m very
concerned, and we all should be. The second was of hope, we have an
opportunity here; we can make things better. And the final one is let‟s get going,
stop talking, stop blaming, get planning, get serious, and get action going. We‟ve
been talking about this very strongly for the last three years. So we started with
the EPA public hearing in Lahaina in ‟08. We brought together the EPA and the
community and even Mayor Arakawa was there although not as the Mayor at that
time, and over 80 people showed up to testify. It unified the community. It
unified most of the people in the Administration that we need to do something.
And even the people in the Administration acknowledged there isn‟t any more
doubt that we have a problem, that the sewage…that the waters that are treated
are not treated adequately, they do need to be better disinfected, whether they‟re
reused or not they need to be disinfected. They need to be done better. And if
they are going to be recycled and reused, they should be disinfected, and that has
to be a priority and Nancy Rumrill of the EPA she reiterated that in a meeting
with Mayor Tavares more than a year ago with the DIRE Coalition members
present. And to my knowledge we are not there yet, so that needs to happen. It‟s
not just for us, and I‟m also on the Council of the Executive Committee of the
Surfrider which is also a member of the DIRE Coalition. It‟s not just for our
safety, it‟s not just for our visitor‟s safety. For many of us that, that, the ocean
environment is our way of life, it‟s our livelihood, it‟s our spiritual renewal, we‟re
directly connected, but there‟s also other creatures. So we have endangered
Hawksbill Sea Turtles, the Honuea or `ea. There are only about 150 of them left
in the whole Hawaiian archipelago and they‟re mainly found…they‟re only found
in the main Hawaiian Islands. They don‟t go up to the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands to Papahanaumokuakea, they stay here. And they‟re, they‟re found in the
Kahekili waters. It‟s an important area for Hawksbill Sea Turtles. So they can be
affected by the pathogens in the waters. It‟s believed that the green sea turtles
although they‟re beginning to recover and they‟re doing a lot better, the
fibropapilloma is related to a herpes family virus, and that it‟s directly affiliated
with population centers. So we do need to take better care of our waters, and I‟m
very grateful for this Committee getting going with this priority as being so high.
And all the other testimony that‟s gone before me I‟d just like to reiterate and say
let‟s get going, let‟s get to work. Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Bernard. Any clarification for the testifier,
Members? Seeing none, thank you, Ms. Bernard.
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MR.

RAATZ:
The next testifier
Reverend Andrew Valentine, Jr.

is

Robin

Knox,

to

be

followed

by

MS. KNOX: Good morning, Chairwoman Cochran -CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning.
MS. KNOX: --and Mayor Arakawa and Staff and Council Members, Committee
Members. Thank you for inviting me here to…or allowing us here to talk with
you on this topic today. I hope I‟m going to make it simple for you. I really have
three points. Number one, the County‟s in violation of the Clean Water Act and
the discharge from the injection wells are unlawful. Number two, the solution lies
in setting proper priorities in compliance. And number three, I‟m gonna tell you
what I think are the infrastructure priorities, „cause number one and number two
of course go beyond the scope of just this Committee to other County Council and
other administrative functions. The Clean Water Act part is simple. I, I can kind
of empathize. My qualifications to talk on this is that I have 30 years experience
with Clean Water Act compliance that includes experience as a regulator for the
State of Louisiana working with EPA Region 6, as a corporate auditor working
with two international engineering firms auditing the Fortune 500 companies of
this country, many, many of them I have audited. And I was a member of the
Mayor‟s Community Working Group and also a member of the U.H. and USGS
planning of those studies, and I was one of the co-authors on Dailer, et al., which
you‟ve heard cited. So I venture to say and I don‟t think I‟m exaggerating that I
think I know more about this than anybody, and, and so I want to tell you that I
can understand that you are in a difficult position trying to make these decisions.
Because even as much as I know about it, it‟s hard to wrap my head around it and
set priorities, so I can empathize. And especially the new Council Members,
Member Couch, Member Carroll, and, and Member Cochran, even if you‟ve done
hours and hours of homework as I know Member Cochran has, it‟s hard to
understand this all and a lot of things get thrown around. So here‟s how it goes.
One, the violation of the Clean Water Act. The Clean Water Act requires that any
discharge of pollutants from a point source to waters of the US have a certain kind
of permit. So there‟s three components: point source, a well is included in the
definition of point source; pollutants, no one has denied and the County has
reported that there are pollutants in the waters that they‟re injecting; three, water
of the US, that was the part that was in question in the past because we didn‟t
know the path or time of travel of the injectates, we now have conclusive studies
showing that, yes, wastewater is reaching the ocean. Now is that good? Is that
bad? Is it too much? How much is not too much? We don‟t know the answer to
all those questions yet, but the way to get those answers is to get into compliance
with the Clean Water Act. Change your philosophy and your policy from one that
was put forth by the last Administration of recalcitrance into one of proactive
compliance. If you do that you would do what the EPA asked you to do in that
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308 order, and they‟re already helping you because they‟ve taken on the most
technically complex and expensive part of it with the Corps of Engineers help,
they‟re going to do the, the well injectate, fate, and transport studies. All you
have to do is a really good permit application. In terms of the third item, the
infrastructure priority, disinfection, by which I mean a real process that‟s
monitored, that‟s designed to reduce bacteria and viruses to levels that are not
harmful. That process in order to do that, you pretty much have to have a good
quality secondary effluent at least, and from my understanding, Kahului‟s not
there today, and if you ask me, Lahaina‟s marginal. Now sometimes some people
may look at myself and the County as being in adversarial roles and I want you to
know that‟s not true. I want you to know that I consider all of the engineers and
scientists that work for the County as well as the Mayor to be colleagues of mine
that are known in the business as clean water practitioners, water quality
practitioners. We are all on the same side on this, and I‟m going to ask you to
trust in the process of Clean Water Act compliance and best engineering
knowledge, and let you know that you don‟t have to decide what technology we
need or how much we need to reduce the nitrogen or if there‟s even an impact or
not. All you have to do is take a proactive compliance stance and say okay, let‟s
be in compliance with the Act, let‟s fill out our permit application. Once you do
that, everything else comes under a very defined, logical process outlined in law
and regulation with good examples of good engineering judgment and everything
that‟s needed to answer all these questions. That‟s the best path forward, and I
think that‟s your role to set the policy and the, and, and what the philosophy
should be on how we proceed with compliance for the County. And I would also
like to warn everybody--I used to do business development for engineering firms-the sharks are circling the island. So when you hear people promoting a certain
technology, it‟s real tempting to want to go oh, that‟s the answer. Well, there‟s a
process and this is where Dave Taylor and I could not agree more. We need to go
through this process carefully and make sure that we‟re making the right
decisions, and I know that‟s your concerns when you say you want more studies
or that you‟re concerned about the amount of money involved, and I can
understand that. But I think the way to answer it is let‟s get a plan and get on
track, and to me, the clearest, easiest, least expensive track is get under a Clean
Water Act NPDES permit ASAP. Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Knox. Members, any clarification for the
testifier? Seeing none, thank you, Ms. Knox.
MS. KNOX: I did forget to say it‟s $27,500 per day, and if you assumed there were only
10 pollutants in the effluent out of the 129 that you can be fined for, and that you
only did it one day through only 8 wells and the County has 18 wells, it would be
$2.2 million just for one day. That‟s how high your potential fines are. And
EPA, how high the fine they actually propose is depends on things like
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recalcitrance which means were you working with them or were you resisting?
Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Knox.
MR. RAATZ: The next testifier is Reverend Andrew Valentine, Jr. Madam Chair, he is
the last registered testifier this morning.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Raatz. Mr. Valentine, aloha.
MR. VALENTINE: Good morning, Madam Chair, Mr. Mayor, and Councilmen. I‟ve
just come to harass you for about 35 seconds. I know you‟re having your
presentation with the Department of Transportation this morning. And I
encourage you to listen to what they have to say and be cognizant that the bus
stop design and placement affects not just our residents but also our tourists, and
that how those bus stops are placed and where they‟re placed will encourage
persons with disabilities to use the fixed routes more which does cut the cost of
paratransit. Also in the design, I encourage you to encourage Transportation to
utilize groups that are here in the County that represent persons with disabilities to
evaluate where those bus stops are being placed, because if the access to those bus
stops are good then residents in that area will be encouraged to go that one block
or short distance to the bus stop, ride the fixed route, and not tax the paratransit
system which is there for their benefit. Also, I want to encourage that the fixed
routes are set up so that persons with disabilities will be encouraged to use them.
Where they‟re set up now, it doesn‟t encourage that in a timely manner. Now I
know there‟s a budget concern, but the…based on what happens in the East and
the Midwest, the more you‟ve got fixed routes running, the more people are going
to ride it. And I think we‟ve seen that just in our general citizenry riding the, the
fixed routes. In the end point, with paratransit it has to be at a level that persons
can feel comfortable in scheduling. I‟m running late this morning because of a
scheduling problem with a paratransit. I was intending to be here at 9:00 so I
could be first in line, but it didn‟t happen that way. And that‟s mainly because
and I know the Mayor has addressed this, the number of vehicles they have
available to schedule and the emphasis put on Roberts to do a better job in the
logistics of scheduling the rides. It‟s designed so people can get out to work, go
out and play, go to school, go to places of worship, and to medical appointments.
That they‟re concerned about arriving on time or in a, in a convenient manner,
then they‟re discouraged from going. In closing, I want to encourage you to
encourage Transportation to look at coalition operations of working closer with
MEO to provide some parts of that service in areas where the paratransit cannot
go because of vehicle design, et cetera, and to utilize some of the vendors for
case-by-case needs of individuals that need paratransit. Sometimes you don‟t
need to send a bigger bus, but if a vendor, a contractor has a van that can do it in a
timely manner, why not use them? It provides the greater service and it meets the
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needs of everybody concerned. Tourists come here to spend money. Persons
with disabilities when we go on vacation, I know from experience, we spend more
money if the place is nice and they have good access to transportation. Improve
our transportation and our primary industry which is tourism will increase. Thank
you for your time.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Valentine. Any clarification for the testifier,
Members? Seeing none, thank you.
MR. VALENTINE: Mahalo.
MR. RAATZ: Madam Chair, there are no more registered testifiers.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Raatz. If there‟s anyone in the gallery that
would like to, you still have the opportunity. Without…looks like no one, without
objection, I will now close testimony on both items on the agenda today.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Members.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. . .
CHAIR COCHRAN: I‟m sorry, I forgot to mention earlier Corp. Counsel David Galazin
is here.
ITEM NO. 10:

INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS
NEEDED
TO
INITIATE PHASING OUT THE USE OF INJECTION WELLS
(C.C. No. 11-54)

CHAIR COCHRAN: And next, Members, our first item today is IM-10, relating to the
phasing out of the use of sewage injection wells. We will build on the
deliberations we had at our last meeting on February 28th. And just a notation,
this item is both simple yet it‟s also very complex as a lot of our testifiers today
had notated. The simple aspect of this item is that the County has already decided
to phase out the use of injection wells as stated on Page 71 of the Countywide
Policy Plan. The complex aspect of this item is how, how to phase out the
injection…phase out the use of the injection wells. The complexity is evident
both technically and financially. We are fortunate to have an esteemed panel of
experts to help us with both the technical and financial issues here today. We will
first have a brief opening statement from our Mayor Arakawa, to be followed by a
few questions from the Committee, and then we will receive a PowerPoint
presentation from an accomplished environmental scientist from Oahu,
Ms. Lauren Roth Venu. Finally, we will ask Ms. Venu to join our executive
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branch personnel in a discussion with the Committee on the technical and
financial issues facing the County as we phase out the use of injection wells. And
I really hope the discussion will prepare ourselves as Council Members for the
upcoming financial year 2012 Budget session. Without further ado, I‟d like to
call Mayor Arakawa. At this point, the floor is yours, sir. Thank you.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you very much -CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mayor.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: --Councilwoman Cochran. Good morning, Council Members,
and good morning, everyone in the audience. I was asked to come down this
morning by Chair Cochran just to sort of clarify what we are working on and the
approach that we‟re, we‟re having and what our attitude is. First of all, just for
the record, you know, I started in the County as a wastewater operator and I did
have a Wastewater Grade IV Certificate and ran one of the treatment plants as a
supervisor, so I do have a little bit of expertise in this area. It would be very good
for everyone to remember that Maui County was one of the first in the State to
stop putting sewage directly into outfalls out to the ocean, and over the years,
we‟ve pretty much led most of the technology in the State in how we‟ve been
improving the systems and trying to get to a better position. We need to
remember that. When we are working with wastewater and our goals, we also
have to remember that it is very expensive and that nothing happens just by
snapping your finger. There‟s a lot of technical aspects that have to be met and a
lot of conditions that have to be met in order to get to the goals. So what are our
goals? Our primary goal is to eliminate the use of the injection wells except as a
backup. We want to be able to, in case there‟s a major problem, to have a backup,
but hopefully, you know, that won‟t happen very often and hopefully not at all.
What we want to do is get to the point of creating a reuse system so that we are
getting to use all of the water. Quite frankly, when you look at the global
perspective of what we need to accomplish on Maui, water is a very valuable
commodity, as some of the testifiers have stated, and we don‟t have the luxury of
proceeding into the future by wasting that opportunity. At the same time, we also
have to realize that there are some practical limitations by which we have to
govern ourselves, and even the science is not to the point where it is absolute. I
don‟t believe any of the testifiers or any of the scientists will be able to tell you
that there is a way to be 100 percent clean in everything that we do when we‟re
treating wastewater. The science is just not developed to that point. And there is
a practical limitation by which we have to be able to work because of the
equipment that we have and what is available. Now the other thing to remember
is that we‟re living in a world where almost everything is changing. Because of
new advancements, they‟re constantly going ahead. At the same time, the ability
for the departments and the County to be able to move is never going to be as fast
as the new technologies that are currently being developed or that are going to be
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developed. So we have to go through a process by which we have to study what
we‟re going to do, fund what we‟re going to do, start doing the contract work,
physically putting things in, and more likely than not, by the time we get done,
they‟ll be a technology that will be there that can do it better. This is being faced
from a practical level by every community. The technologies that we do have are
constantly going to have to be reviewed by our different departments. Now with
what we have right now that are available, we are going through and we are using
disinfectant in a, in a number of different variety of ways. We do use
chlorination, we do use ultraviolet, and we‟re trying to be able to get to the point
where we meet all of the Department of Health and EPA requirements. Now
understand that we, we go through a licensing process, we go through a testing
process to make sure that we‟re meeting the current standards. There are some
that would have you believe and would want us to be much, much, much higher
than the current ability of our technology and our equipment allows us to. And as
science develops, you know, we‟re getting to be able to look at the
microorganisms and the various bacterias and things that we deal with in a much
more refined manner. When I first started in ‟84 with Wastewater, you know, we,
we were barely able to get out parts per thousand, then we were looking at parts
per million, now we‟re looking at parts per billion, and the ability to take out that
nth part is what‟s very, very expensive. You can get the first 99 percent of the
contaminants out of the water very easily. It‟s trying to get from the 99 percent to
the 100 percent that gets to be very costly, and this is where most of the
discussion is. Let‟s remember that again we try to do the best we can with the
technologies and we have to pay for this as we, as we move on. Now our goal is
100 percent reuse. We‟re going to have to start, because of our economic
situation, in one treatment plant and work toward the next and the next. At the
same time, we are developing programs and plans to be able to do this. At the
same time, those of you that are on Council realize that we‟re also trying to work
with alternative energies and different combinations of ways to be able to convert
from using Maui Electric power which is very, very expensive, and to be able to
find ways to finance the ability for us to do the treatment and to be able to pump
water uphill so we can reuse the water. So we‟re working at…for those kinds of
combinations. And Wastewater is…their engineers are in the process of looking
at how we can do this. We‟ve actually gone to Lahaina, we‟ve done the site
inspection, you were all invited to go, some of you did. Some of you, if you want
to, you‟re still invited to go up and take a look at the actual physical capabilities.
Now we‟re going to be…in our, in our current budget, we‟re going to be going to
try and do all the different channels that we have, to, to be able to get all the UV
treatment for the wastewater that we have in Lahaina, so at least we‟re upgrading
the, the UV treatment. We‟re also going to be looking at trying to redevelop the,
the reservoirs up above the treatment plant. Which one, we‟re not exactly sure.
We‟ve got some developers that we‟re working with and some contractor we‟re
working to try and help us to work the economics of moving water from the
treatment plant to higher elevation so that we can reuse. So we are in that process
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right now. We‟re also working with some of the other companies in the area, for
instance, the coffee company, to try and see how much of the water they can reuse
and whether or not we can get it to the quality and to their fields in a, in a
cost-efficient manner. And, again, remember when we‟re dealing with private
companies, what we are dealing with is costs, and we are going to have to work
with you to change some of the rules that actually will require more of the reuse
even if the costs are slightly higher. Because we have to pay for the cost of
moving this water, and we‟re getting to the point where we‟re no longer…we no
longer have the luxury of getting free, cheap water that the, the cane companies
used to have, at the quantities they used to have to just be able to disperse it as we,
that it used to be dispersed. This is becoming a more valuable commodity and we
have to now look at a lot of things that they didn‟t have to look at. For instance,
they would not have ever considered using the reuse if there was a cost that was
higher than the cost of bringing almost free water to themselves. We have to now
consider balancing this, and you will be faced with the task „cause we‟re going to
bring it to you. It‟s your decision actually and we‟ll have to work together on this
to try and find a balance of those costs so that‟s it palatable for us to do the
transition that we need, as well as palatable for the industries to be able utilize the
water at a reasonable cost. Okay. So this is what we‟re going to be working on.
We‟re also looking at several major things in the area that have to be considered
as well, and one of them is the major distribution of water, period, in the Lahaina
area. Currently before the State, there is a move to remove some of the reservoirs
that are there because of safety hazards, and if we remove all of the…we remove
the reservoirs and the capability, we might be hampering our ability to take water
from one area to another area and to be able to store and distribute the water as we
need to. So this is also a consideration that we‟re working with right now. And
we‟re, it‟s in discussion with the State, so please be aware of that. The ultimate
goal again is to go to complete reuse. Okay. I‟ve been hearing discussion about
well contaminants to the ocean. Well, let‟s just take it and let‟s just say we‟re not
going to be discussing contaminants to the ocean. What we‟re going to be
discussing is how we‟re going to use 100 percent of the water. So if we‟re using
100 percent of the water, we shouldn‟t have to be as concerned about the
contaminants to the ocean. Okay. And we‟re going to have to look at the
different kinds of technologies that are available to see to what level we can treat
the, the sewage and how we can be able to process. They‟re going to be different
vendors that are going to want to produce their product and have us use their
product. As has been stated by more than one testifier, this is a very competitive
field and there‟s a lot of money that‟s going to be involved in it. We have to go
through the bid process and the evaluation process to be able to determine which
of these companies are going to be able to do the best job for the right costs. And
it‟s going to be a balancing act, so we‟re going to be asking all of you to help us
work with that…that‟s part of what we do here as elected officials. Everybody
that talks to you--and I‟ve talked to a number of different vendors--has the
absolute best product, and every vendor that you talk to is going to save the
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world. So our job is to make sure that the vendors that we‟re talking to can
produce what they say they‟re going to do in the way that they, they can say it,
that we all agree is the most efficient and the most cost effective in what we can
do. Okay. Ideally if cost was not an issue we could go with the Cadillac model
that would be the most expensive and could possibly do the best job, but we all
know that we have to work within levels of budgeting even when we‟re getting
grants and we‟re going out, and we try to find funding, we still have to work
within reason. So please be aware of that. We‟re not trying to dodge the issue. I
am 100 percent committed to using 100 percent of the reuse water. Just be aware
of that. That is our ultimate goal. The timing and how we get to it will depend on
all of the different components to put it all together as a package. Okay. And
when we‟re done with Lahaina, we‟re going to work on Kihei, we‟re going to
work on Kahului. We‟re not ignoring Kihei or Kahului as we work on Lahaina,
but we are concentrating the funding to try and do one at a time so we can
actually get something complete. The one thing we don‟t want to do is start in
three places just to say, hey, we‟re starting, we‟re doing something and not be
able to complete anything so we don‟t really have an accomplishment. We want
to be able to start and complete, and as we do this, you‟ll see the improvement to
the various areas. We‟re also going to have to work in listening to the Maalaea
Association on dealing with some of the private treatment plants and injection
wells, and we‟re going to have to take that into consideration. So it‟s going to
have to be a process that we work through, but let‟s stop spending a whole lot of
time looking at the contaminants in the water, because they exist. There‟s no if,
buts, or maybes about that. You know, when I first got on the Council too long
ago, one of the first problems we had to deal with was all of the major
construction projects was water to the ocean, all culverts went to the ocean. We
didn‟t do retention basins, sedimentation basins. We didn‟t try and take mud out
of the water or debris out of the water. We‟re, we‟ve improved to where that is a
requirement now. When we first started…when I first started on the Council,
EPA, State of Hawaii, nobody was doing any baseline studies at all in the oceans.
We started working when Wendy Wiltse was here representing EPA and we
started doing baseline studies. Since then, we‟ve evolved with many, many of our
scientists now doing baseline studies and paying attention to the cause and effects
on the reefs, that‟s very critical. These are evolving sciences that we‟re trying to
work with. As we look at more and more knowledge, we‟ll advance what we are
doing, but it‟s taking literally hundreds and hundreds of people in all the different
areas working cooperatively to try and get the total picture of what we need to
work with. And we‟re not only working with things that are happening here on
Maui, we‟re also working with the global warming and all of the drift that‟s
happening internationally in our waters, and all of the contaminants that are
being…affecting us from all over the place. So it is a major issue that‟s going to
continue to be a major topic that we have to work with. We‟re just going to do
the very best we can and keep moving forward. I‟m open to questions.
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VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Yes, Mr. Victorino?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mayor Arakawa.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Mayor, for that comprehensive overview,
and I think your commitment is…has, has been shown many times over. And I
thank you for the opportunity to work with you, and I think that‟s something
that‟s going to be very important because it‟s a collaborative effort. But are you
committed…and I guess the question I have, are you committed to the best of
your knowledge at this point or your departments for the various developments
that are being, you know, being brought forward in the near future? Large
developments that we make one of the requirements there is the looking or the
opportunity to put waste treatment plants smaller in nature but regional or…and
something that could be inter-connectable so that one day we can start moving.
Now I know you said about the repair in Lahaina and I agree. I like that one
. . .(inaudible). . .
MAYOR ARAKAWA: I know where you‟re going. Continue.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. You know where I‟m heading on this one, yes,
please, Mr. Mayor. What do you think of the public/private partnership and
looking as a requirement, well one of the requirements like we do with “Show Me
the Water” and all of the other ones?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Council Member, from a practical standpoint where we have
County wastewater facilities, we can try to get the developments in that area to
utilize a wastewater plant. There are a lot of areas where it‟s not quite as
practical. Maalaea is, is a good example. And if we can get private sector to
develop out treatment systems, treatment plants, and solutions then we need to
encourage that as well. There are many places within this County…the entire
Upcountry area does not have a County system, and it would be foolish for us to
say you must use the County system when we don‟t have it.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Right.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: So being more practical, I would very much support having
developers create systems that‟ll work, especially in, in lieu of the County not
having systems available. If the County has a system that is, is near and, and
easily accessible then we should probably work together, and it‟s, it‟s a question
of costs. When you have enough of a critical mass, the costs go down. When you
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have isolated systems, the costs go up, but if people are going to develop in areas
that we are going to create isolated systems then someone‟s got to bear that cost
and that should be part of the developmental costs if we don‟t have the County
systems there. I hope that answers your question.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, yeah, and it gives me…it gives all the…and the
public a general overview.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: The last question I have for you, and I‟ll allow other
Members to ask, is as we progress like we‟ve heard from some of the testifiers, a
plan, a tangible plan--now you‟ve given us a general overview--will you be
willing to put with your department heads a general plan so that we can
incorporate it with you? Now do we have a Solid Waste Integrated Plan, you‟re
well aware of that -MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --but nothing to do with really with, with these wastewater,
you know, a real comprehensive plan. Would you be willing to sit down and put
the plan together?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Council Member, I, I hesitate for a couple of reasons, and a lot
of it is because I‟ve been around a long time, I‟m getting old. The, the reality is
we can come up with a comprehensive plan that our Administration will work
toward, and we‟re perfectly willing to bring that forward. However, I would also
require or request that once we create a plan and we start working on it, we stick
to the plan. Okay. Now when I was on the Council, we started to work with a lot
of programs and plans that we deviate from on virtually every project, and when
we start deviating too much from the plans, we can never complete out a, a
projected plan. If we‟re going to put down a comprehensive package…let‟s say
we want to create a new treatment plant system for Central Maui and we‟re going
to move the treatment plant. We all will have to work, it‟s going to take a number
of years to develop this program, and it‟s going to spend a lot of money. We all
have to agree this is what it is and we‟ll continuously work toward it. We cannot
then be deviating to a lot of different plans. Now I say this when you look at the,
a lot of how we‟re doing things as simple as park assessment. We came out with
a plan, we‟re going to start doing park assessment, and we‟re going to allow the
Parks Department to be able to use this money certain ways. And then we start
asking every developer for a whole different sets of park assessment. If we‟re
going to be doing sewer assessments ‟cause we come out with a plan and we‟re
going to be working to make these corrections, we need to be consistent in what
we require so that we don‟t have to be guessing. And we can actually budget and
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program, and we don‟t have to look at all different modifications for it. If we can
do that then we can work a comprehensive plan, and I‟d be very, very happy to do
it that way. But you as a, as a group are going to have to be able to set all those
assessments in place so that we have the road assessments, the sewer assessments,
all these different assessments, and we can comprehensively plan it. Now when I
say that you‟re wondering what, what am I talking about, park and road. Well, in
developing the sewer systems, what we wanted to do a long time ago was to make
sure that as we‟re going to do this, we can coordinate all of the different
departments, so when we dig a hole in the road we‟re, we‟re going to be putting
all of the different things that are going to occur in that road in a close proximity
of time, at one time. And it would save us a lot of costs. I‟ve got problems now
with the departments digging up the road and then another department digging up
the road, another department digging up the road, and it‟s costing me three times
more. And I want to get back to our original plan which was we dig it up one
time and coordinate. And I, I need for all of you to be working with us to try and
get to a point where we all agreed that we‟re going to try and coordinate a little bit
better, because it‟s costing the taxpayers and all of us a lot of aggravation and,
and a lot of money if we don‟t do it this way.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: So, yes -VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank, thank -MAYOR ARAKAWA: --we‟ll give it to you.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --thank you, Mr. Mayor. I think you‟ve answered the
question and I, I know your commitment to the people, and all of these various
areas are, are true. And so, you know, it‟s something that I think all of us can
work together, and I thank you Madam Mayor for allowing me the opportunity to
ask those questions.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, wow. Wow, cool.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Madam Mayor…
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, Madam Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . .(Laughter). . .
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, that‟s okay.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(Laughter). . .
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VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, you know, there is, there is the future and I just don‟t
know the future.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Upgraded already.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Council Member, she can come up to my office and run it any
day.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: I apologize, Mr. Mayor.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. I‟ll start here with Mr. Pontanilla and
work our way down.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you -CHAIR COCHRAN: Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --Chair. Mr…Mayor Arakawa, you know, right
now we do have the Water Use and Development Plan that had set some
priorities, and one of the priorities is looking at the Kihei Wastewater Treatment
Plant utilizing more of the recycled water for irrigation, and thereby hopefully
eliminate, you know, some of the properties there from using potable water. And
I was just wondering, you know, if you already had set that plan in motion so that
at least we, we can take a look at the priorities and start working. And the number
one priority I think is Kihei because of the number of gallons that‟s going through
injection wells. I, I know Kahului is very important. We had for Kahului, Mr.
Ginoza presented us with several plans, and if you look at short term, you know,
we can easily on the short-term basis utilize one of the plans that was presented to
us to rid some of the waters that…the R-2 waters that now going into the injection
wells by diverting to the plantation. But my, my concern is the Water Use and
Development Plan had come out with some priorities and hopefully…and I think
your Administration is working in regards to trying to set this thing in motion.
My question, you know, because of the importance of potable water and, and
ridding of the recycled water for…or using the recycled water for irrigation, have
your departments take a look at that and try to set up some priorities and, and, you
know, when we‟re going to be moving so that…you know, we all talk about
money. Hopefully, you know, in your 2012 Budget, you know, the process starts
at that point. I know it‟s going to take several years just to get all of the monies
just to do the work.
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: Councilmember Pontanilla, I would be very happy to create a
plan that you could look at, but I will also tell you it is a moving target because of
the proposals that are coming in. There are some proposals that we‟ll be doing
very short term, but I can almost assure you that within a very short time, almost
all of the water from the…that we‟re doing in injection wells is going to be
spoken for in the Kihei area. There‟s going to, there‟s going to be a real huge
demand for the recycled water, and it‟s, it‟s going to be more a question of who
we‟re going to prioritize to get that water before we‟re done. If, if things go…and
again we‟ll, we‟ll start putting them out to you, but if things go as, as the, the
different projects are coming through right now, and some of them are
speculative. I‟ll give you a for example, we‟re talking with Ed Reinhardt of Maui
Electric Company. They want to have a…do some major reservoirs up above the
treatment plant and be able to use wind-generated power to push water uphill and
utilize the wastewater as sort of like a storage battery so that when we don‟t have
the energy during the day, we…or whenever we don‟t, we can start using the
water to create a hydroelectric plant type of situation. It‟s in concept yet, so
we‟re, we‟re discussing the potential of doing it. At the same time, it would, it
would help us in a lot of different ways. It would allow us to be able to use
the…well, cut costs on power for one thing. It‟ll allow us to stabilize a lot of the
wind generation from the various wind generators and have a backup. It would
also allow us to take that water up higher and be able to distribute it to areas we
cannot distribute now ‟cause of the cost. But again that‟s still something in its
infancy. If it develops out then almost all of the wastewater that‟s going through
now would go through this process. The Tech Park is also looking at developing
a larger, a lot larger area and developing an area that would…they would want to
use the reclaimed water with. We‟ve already been talking to them. Kihei police,
Monsanto, Haleakala Ranch, some of these are within a year, we‟ll probably be
tying up. So, yes, there, there, there are concepts that we‟re working with, but
there are also some evolving things that we want to be able to work with, and
when we do, we may be able to share a lot of the costs if we‟re working with
other companies.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you for your response in regards to, you
know, working with Maui Electric trying to create wind as well as hydro power
for this County, but I look at that as long term.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: It is long term -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: --and it, it is in its infancy yet.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. So if, if the County could concentrate on
some of those short term quick fix I think would be more beneficial.
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Looking at the Water Use and Development Plan
as well as the Maui Island Plan as we go through it, somehow, you know, have
some synergy so that, you know, when we flip the page it‟s all the same. So,
yeah, I‟m willing to work with the Administration with the year and a half that I
got to move some of these things forward, because I think it‟s too important just
to ignore some of these things. And, and you know as well as I know, it took four
years of budgeting process just to do the Kihei district park, so, you know, it‟s
going to take some time and some money. So I‟d be willing to work with you
folks to, to move forward. Thank you.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well, we have to work together.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Mayor, you had a comment?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: No, I‟m just saying we have to work together.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Oh, wonderful.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: We don‟t have a choice in this matter.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair. Mr. Mayor, you were talking
about working together and, and doing some proactive stuff. Are you still looking
at possibly doing things such as, when the road is torn up even though it has
nothing to do with wastewater treatment, throwing in extra piping for distribution
of the R-1 or whatever treated water?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Actually, actually, yes, that‟s why we have to start coordinating
a lot of these better. And, you know, the, the recent calamities that we‟ve gone
through should of also taught us some really good lessons, and I‟ve had a lot of
phone calls about the flooding situations and we, we‟ve gone through a process
where we‟ve put a lot of things where we shouldn‟t be putting them. And then
when we have situations like the flooding, everybody is wondering well, how
come we‟ve got this problem? I could have told everyone 30 years ago that if we
build in swamps, when it rains, the water is going to end up where the swamp
was, and those wetlands areas didn‟t occur by accident. A lot of people don‟t
study the dynamics and don‟t realize the dynamics. The sand dunes that we have
along the coastline actually create a high barrier so that the water does not go out
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directly to the ocean, and I had people say well, you know, cut holes in the sand
dunes, let all the water go through. Well, the reality is if you let all the muddy
water go out and all the debris go out to the ocean, we‟re going to be fishing all of
that out of the ocean, and we‟re going to be killing all of the reefs. So we have to
start rethinking about a lot of these things, and we‟re going to have to start really
working hard to re-analyze how we want to do the things we do and coordinating
the different departments is, is one of ‟em, otherwise, too expensive.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well, that leads to my next question. I applaud your
efforts at recycling the, the wastewater. We all need to do that. But, but we only
have a limited amount of funds, as we all know in this Chamber. Are you looking
at other plans and ways to clean up the, the runoff that is going into the ocean that
is the major cause? I mean if, if we have some funds to spend, my biggest thing is
to please let‟s keep the, the runoff from going into the water and let‟s, let‟s spend
our money wisely.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: And, Council Member, I had, I‟ve had some time to reminisce
on this and to think about it. And you‟re going to laugh but and it is actually kind
of serious. We might actually have to consider removing some of those houses
that are in the flood areas rather than trying to move the, the basins to higher
levels. You know, the cost to do that might pan out where if you actually do an
analysis, removing…condemning all the houses that are in this…in the, the
lowland in Kihei, and it might be cheaper than trying to build the basins up above
it. Relocating those houses might actually be less expensive, so we might have to
start doing some of that as a serious consideration. So, you know, when I first
mentioned it, people were kind of laughing, are you kidding, you can‟t possibly
be thinking about moving these houses. No, I‟m actually not kidding, I‟m
actually fairly serious. There are some areas even with the tsunami that came out,
if you look at where all the, the flood water, all the waters ponded, that‟s going to
be very serious. We‟re not going to be able to remove all of those water easily
without creating an equal amount of damage in the ocean by dumping it in the
ocean. So where nature intended the mud and the debris to settle might be the
best place to let the mud and debris settle.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. One, one other question. If you had to
choose, which we do all the time with this budget, between things like cleaning up
what‟s going into the ocean, making 100 percent recycled wastewater, or
spending the same amount of money developing new source. I, I‟m just asking
that you take a look at that wisely and, and determine how best to spend our
money. It‟s my understanding that developing new source, the money you spend
possibly on recycling the R-1 water could develop a whole lot new, a whole lot
more new source. So again it‟s, it‟s going to be a balancing act, and I, if we do
get to the 100 percent recycling the wastewater, it be done in conjunction with
other things that we‟re doing like tearing up the roads or the battery storage issue,
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certain things that we can do that aren‟t very expensive but that do take reuse of
the water.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Council Member, you‟re going to be getting our budget fairly
shortly, it‟s actually out to print already. And you‟re going to have the
opportunity to peruse through that and help us make real decisions, ‟cause the
actual budget is passed by this Council. You‟re going to look at our
recommendations, and I do say our recommendations, but the actual budget is
passed by the Council. And we‟re going to look forward to some of your
suggestions on how to balance out the budget to allow us to work on most of these
infrastructure challenges. As it comes out after Council makes a decision, the
Administration will work on the, the final budget, but we‟ll give you an
opportunity to look at what we recommend as the balance and have you make a
final decision on it.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you very much, Madam, Madam Chair.
Mr. Mayor, good morning.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Your reference to the upcoming budget and the
projections that will be shared with us in a couple of weeks, can, can you tell us
what is actually portioned out in terms of the Department‟s budget relative to
addressing this specific item of injection wells?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: I would prefer not to do this publicly because we have a process
that we go through; however, you‟re more than welcome to come up to my office
and I will let you and Budget Chairman look at what our proposals are. And I
don‟t want to do this, because it‟s not fair for the Council if we tell the public
we‟re going to do something and you don‟t have the opportunity to chime in on it.
That‟s why we have this budget process. So the Council can make, can look at it
and make a decision and then we go to the public, this is what we‟re…our
conclusion is.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: And I would prefer to go to the public and say this is what we‟ve
all agreed that we‟re going to end up with.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. No, that‟s a fair statement. Thank you very
much.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And your recognition of this particular item as urgent,
does the Department‟s Director share the same directives as the Mayor?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: The Department‟s Director can speak for himself, but
I‟m…we‟ve had many meetings, and I believe that all of his efforts are in this
direction.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. It‟s a, it‟s a bit refreshing, because there
had been many times when the Director and the Administration do not agree. So
in urgencies like this, I, I think it is important for us to understand that there is
cohesiveness between the…within the departments of the Administration. So
thank you very much. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Mateo.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: You‟re welcome.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Madam Chair, and thank you,
Mayor, for coming down. It is very refreshing to be all sitting here together
looking at a problem which we all know deserves a great deal of attention whether
we like it or not, and if we don‟t pay attention to it we‟re going to get the bill
which is…was pretty hefty when I listened to what Ms. Knox mentioned talking
about millions of dollars of penalties which to me is such a waste of money. Why
pay penalties when we can spend that money to fix whatever it is? But, you
know, it‟s this spirit of openness and cooperation I think that‟ll take us to a higher
level of getting things done, and it‟s…I‟m really happy to be here at this point.
We‟re, we‟re really looking at what we have before us and how we‟re going to fix
it, and I think the time has come. And, you know, it‟s a complicated issue and
I‟m hoping that…we‟ll get the experts up in a little while and those…that‟s where
I have my real questions, ‟cause I think we all know that we have these issues and
we‟ve heard a whole lot about them. But I have a few very technical questions
I‟d like to ask, and then I think we‟ll work together on priorities and we‟ll move
ahead. Thank you. Thank you very much.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well, thank you very much. And, you know, a lot of people
forget that I got involved in politics way back when, because we wanted to correct
a lot of the irregularities in wastewater, and one of my colleagues Bill Carroll
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actually ended up in jail because we wanted to get reuse as a priority. So this is
something that is not new to me, this is something that we‟ve been working
toward since the ‟80s.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: You‟re welcome. Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. We‟ve talked a lot about planning
and long range planning, and what we really need to do is to make some of the
really tough decisions in planning. One of them is the location of a new site. If
we have the location of a new site, a new wastewater site…and Puunene of course
has been brought up as probably the central, being the most viable one to get the
resources out there. But wherever a new site is and decided on, nobody seemed to
want to do it because they said well, it‟s going to cost $400 million. We brought
up before that a site doesn‟t have to cost $400 million. It can be modular. You
can build a smaller site designed to where you can add on as money becomes
available, and that would allow the infrastructure to distribute and receive the
sewage from this site to be put in place as we proceed to expand the site. Is the
Administration going to come behind, firmly behind a site, a permanent site
besides the one we have down in Kahului so long range planning can take place?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Councilmember Carroll, the County decided probably a decade
ago, Council…actually little over a decade ago, the Council made a decision to
harden the Kahului Wastewater Treatment Plant, and there‟s been literally
millions of dollars in that direction. Now we‟ve also taken a position, I‟ve taken a
position many times in public that we need to start looking at starting a new
treatment plant somewhere around where the, the landfill is. Now we don‟t want
to move the entire Kahului Wastewater Plant at one time. What we want to do is
we want to start any major improvements, start working at it at a different site so
that we slowly move the entire plant out of the tsunami zone. Ultimately, we
would close down the site and make it a large pump station, but if you try and do
it all at one time, we don‟t have the Federal funds that we did when we started the
treatment plant to do it all at one time. And we certainly don‟t have it in our
budget to do it this way, but there‟s no reason why we cannot select a site, start
the grading of the site, start slowing building. And the reason I recommend
someplace around the landfill area is because at some point we‟re going to have to
start working with Haliimaile and Pukalani and Makawao and all of those areas
are getting to the point where we need to start considering sewaging [sic] the
entire areas and downhill from that would be a nice place to put a treatment plant.
And if we put it up somewhere by the landfill it‟s also high enough so that any of
the water that we use there can be used for irrigation. So this is what I‟m looking
at, and I would most definitely welcome any, at any point that we start doing this.
I‟m hoping that we have a little bit looser budget when we start putting in a lot of
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money to it, but there‟s no reason why we can‟t start the, the minimal of acquiring
the property, the negotiation even without any money. So I can start doing that
now with Council‟s blessing.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you. And like I stated earlier, we don‟t have
to do this at one time and you agreed. If we can do it…if we can just have the
plan though, it will allow as we add other infrastructure even before it is built, we
can plan on the other infrastructure supporting this site that we‟ve decided on
where it‟s going to be. And in the long run that‟s going to save us a lot. Thank
you.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: I agree with you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Carroll. Members, we…I want to
thank the Mayor for being here. I know he mentioned he couldn‟t be here all, all
morning with us, but appreciate the time that he has given to us. And I‟m going
to take…let‟s take a five-minute recess to set up the Chambers for Ms. Venu‟s
presentation, and just a quick break and breather -MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: . . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

10:35 a.m.
10:47 a.m.

CHAIR COCHRAN: . . .(gavel). . . Aloha. The Infrastructure Management Committee
meeting will reconvene. And we, we will be seeing Ms. Venu‟s presentation.
Ms. Venu, please proceed.
MS. VENU: . . .(PowerPoint Presentation). . . All right. Thank you, Madam Chair and
all the Council Members and audience, for listening to me this morning. I was
asked to come over by Chair Cochran to discuss…a little background on myself.
I‟m the owner and president of Roth Ecological Design, and I also chair the Water
and Wastewater Subcommittee for the Honolulu City and County Sustainable
Building Task Force. So a lot of the issues that I‟m hearing today are a lot of the
issues that are, that are going on Statewide. It is…on county by county, there‟ll
be solutions, but I‟m here really to talk about a solution that has not necessarily a
one fit, “one technology fits all” kind of solution but the idea of how you go about
and approach to, to design and planning. And that‟s, that‟s taking to look at
what‟s called ecological design, so I‟m just going to run through a hopefully
quick but, but informative presentation on an approach to how we can begin
solving some of our infrastructure issues that has to do with wastewater, storm
water, and other comprehensive water management strategies. So I like to start
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off with the big picture in mind and, you know, if we look from this picture of, of
the earth from space, we see it as an, as an island in space, it‟s encapsulated. All
of the components that keep it healthy, are, are the balancing of materials and
water to basically keep the earth in a, in a balanced state. Now as we‟ve moved
towards global warming and created some disbalances [sic] in our atmospheric
conditions, we create some unbalance and, and the Earth has to adjust, and we see
that through some of the consequences of, of hurricanes and, and rain pattern
changes. If we want to take it down, you know, to think about when we start
looking at our islands and how we want to design sustainably, we can
look…come back to the islands that we live on and how are we balancing all of
these, all of the items that we need as a, as a society and including all the
resources that keep us healthy. How do we balance and weave all these things
together so that we can really achieve true sustainability. And so really ecological
design is, is the process of weaving of all these components together so that we
have a holistic, integrated approach when we do anything that…anything we try
to do in terms of development or managing resources. And so really, you know,
it‟s important to acknowledge indigenous people worldwide as, as really the
grandfathers and grandmothers of ecological design, because in, in many ways the
traditional land and, and water management in the ahupua`a model, it took
account into what the land and what the water had to offer. And so in many ways
the land defined the Hawaiian culture, and so within the construct of the
watershed, the various resources were managed and integrated so that each, each
ahupua`a had something unique about it and that could share to other ahupua`as.
But importantly, the water resources were all managed and contained in these
watersheds, and why that‟s important versus looking at current systems such as,
you know, centralized treatment plants that then form into injection wells or get
discharged in, like an example in Honolulu where they get discharged in the
ocean, we‟re displacing large volumes of our resources, in this case wai. And of
course we know that waiwai was wealth, so there seems to be no sense in
throwing away money in terms of if you want to start looking at what water is.
And also importantly which some people don‟t necessarily see right away but by,
by having centralized systems that move large volumes of water out of watersheds
and to other areas on the island, there‟s pukas in all those, in the infrastructure and
not only does that leak into the environment, but during rain conditions water
moves in the path of least resistance and goes in those pipes. So it displaces a lot
of the water that would be otherwise going into the underground aquifers and into
our streams and puts it at the treatment plant to be only injected into the ocean.
So those are important consequences as we look at, you know, what is our potable
water resources down the line and how do we better manage those as well? So
again if, if you juxtaposed this to many of the approaches that have gone on in the
past, well mostly in the past, you know, 30-40 years in terms of how we‟ve
decided to manage our resources whereas we‟ve come in with the approach of the
culture trying to define the landscape. We have a lot of unintended consequences
that we may not have been aware of when we designed these things 30-40 years
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ago, and so what I ask and I think what many of the folks here today who have
been testifying has asked we move forward in, in our plans to, you know, redesign
our infrastructure and our wastewater treatment plants. Let‟s look at not only
what today‟s needs are and but also what the future generation‟s needs are so that
we can take the opportunity of the investment that we‟re going to be putting in
into the infrastructure over the next 5, 10, 20 years so that it makes sense not just
for today but 20-30 years from now. So clearly we can‟t solve problems using the
same kind of mindset that was used to create them, so here comes ecological
design, as I stated before not, not entirely new concept but one that combines both
the technologies that are available today with that of what the land and the
resources have to offer. And so it comes in many different forms and, you know,
you may or may not have heard of biomimicry, but it‟s, it‟s a way of technologies
looking to nature to improve efficiencies. So just quickly some examples of some
energy technologies that have come out of it. On the upper or on the middle
picture in the ocean there, there‟s different types of wave and tidal energies that
are mimicked after the way the kelp moves in the ocean or, or how the ahi or the
sharks move their fins back and forth, to get the most efficient way of capturing
that energy in the ocean. The one on the bottom right, that‟s what‟s called an
impeller, it‟s about, about a foot long, and it‟s been designed with a spiral, and
it…it can turn over about a million gallons of water a day with this, with the use
of…amount of energy of one single light bulb. So there‟s all these concepts that
are coming, coming into play and all of these things, you know, highlight what‟s
called ecological services or the, basically the millions of years of experience of
nature that, that we as humans can, can learn from and bring into our own
development strategies. So and since I was going to quickly just specifically be
talking about wastewater today, I want to really stress this notion of the
cradle-to-cradle model which is the idea of accounting for all of the inputs that
have to go into a system and balancing with the outputs and so that you have a
zero waste kind of a model. So the one on the left-hand side is a diagram of a, of
a…it‟s sorta, it‟s a living building challenge, and then the one on the right is sort
of where we‟re at today in terms of taking it to one centralized place only to be
disposed of and wasted. So I‟m going to focus really my talk on, on wetlands in
nature, because this is the ecological service that nature has given to us to really
begin to look at how, how these systems work in nature and then how they can be
applied into the human landscape to solve a lot of our, our own issues. So just
really simply, wetlands were, were…the Wetland Act came around right around
the same time the Clean Water Act came around, because people recognized that
these ecosystems served as…served a huge function in protecting the water
quality of the oceans. And so they‟re pretty much the liver and kidneys of the
earth. They, they assimilate and filter, they‟re nature‟s aquatic decomposers and
composters. And this system has been found to be so important that we now
enforce their protection, but even more so engineers have then looked to the
ecologists of…who understands these ecologies to begin designing them into the
human landscape where we have, have our own pollution problems. So clearly
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nature does nothing uselessly, and here‟s just an example of an array of different
types of engineered systems that can be…that have been designed for both
wastewater systems, stormwater remediation, as well as just as part of a
comprehensive water management strategies. And here‟s some of them what they
look like in real life and then the different scales that they come in. The one on
the upper left hand corner is a, is a tank-based system, it‟s called a living machine.
It‟s, it‟s basically comprises of all of the wetland ecology but it shrinks the land
footprint into a much smaller space by re-circulating the water multiple times
through the system, all of which these systems, by the way, produce naturally R-3
water, this is secondary treatment. They can with disinfection can meet R-2 or
R-1 standards. And also noteworthy is many of these technologies are not
proprietary, so they basically can be incorporated and use local resources and
engineers included. So and then, so there‟s various examples of…the one on the
upper right hand is actually an industrial plant, M&M Mars in Waco, Texas that
has, is a food processing plant. And the one on the bottom corner is a 8 x 5 for a
single-resident home that can be…that produces reuse for irrigation onsite. So
just really quickly . . .(inaudible). . . costs are always an issue. You know, when
we begin to really think about again, again going back to these notion of how we
want to plan and how we…what the costs are going to be, it really makes a lot of
sense to begin looking at the landscape in a way that…to first identify areas where
reuse is needed and possibly then develop smaller systems along the path of the
current infrastructure lines, to develop tertiary systems to treat water to, to treat
water to an R-1 or, or a level that can be used locally there. And if we did these
things with using natural systems approaches, you know, typically the costs are,
are…can be about the same as conventional package systems, but your life cycle
costs in terms of energy needed, in terms of not needing chemicals to input into
the systems, and then the parts that may need replacement are all common parts
that are found around in local hardware stores. All these things will create a
return on investment much, in a much faster way than typical conventional
activated sludge plants. And importantly and back to the cradle-to-cradle model,
a lot of these systems have by-products that are beneficial, so for example, the,
this image right here is, is for a smaller community of 200 homes. It‟s a treatment
plant but also what it is, it‟s, it‟s a place where it‟s boosting the local economy.
You have folks that come in here, harvest the flowers, sell them at the farmers‟
markets. The water for reuse is used to grow koi which is another local business
there that takes advantage of the water. There‟s also a nursery that is adjacent to
the treatment plant that reuses the water to grow plants for market. So it‟s, it‟s all
about how can we take what was once a liability and make it into a economic
reward and build…have it be part of building back the economy here in Maui and,
and throughout the islands? So just…I‟m just going to run through some
examples, and also I think importantly another thing that could be brought up on a
County level is, is the permitting of allowing for some of these…the water for
reuse to actually go back inside buildings. This is commonly done throughout the
mainland. This is a Living Building Challenge Award. It‟s the Omega Center for
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Sustainability where they treat, treat about 50,000 gallons a day, and then they
reuse a lot of this water back into their toilet facilities. There‟s really…the
technologies today, really there should be no real reason why we‟re flushing
potable water down our toilets. So quickly I‟ll just run through examples of
smaller decentralized systems which I think the County could really support in
terms of what was discussed earlier, public/private partnerships and incentivize,
incentivize folks who are off, off of the treatment plants to actually install systems
for reuse so that they don‟t become a burden down the road. So again this follows
the cradle to grave versus cradle to cradle. The classic systems that go into many
homes right now are the septic tank leach fields. Obviously septic tanks serves as
a primary treatment system, you might get 30 percent treatment, solids settling
out, but the septic tanks are the more dense that you have them, the less effective
that they are and can contaminant local waterways. Whereas if you look at
systems that can be installed onsite to meet reuse requirements and then reuse the
water locally, it‟s going to have a great benefit down the road for
creating…incentivizing the private industries to, to, to take, take responsibility
and to have economic reason to do so. So just locally and the past Administration
initiated this project, but this is…there will be a LEED Platinum fire station to be
located in Haiku, Maui. At the fire station, we‟re installing one of these
constructed wetland systems that‟ll, that‟ll treat the septic tank water via a
constructed wetland and then it will be reused for irrigation onsite. Another
project that originally brought me to Hawaii back in 2000, this is…was called the
Pilot Living Machine. It used to be at the slaughterhouse out in Ewa Beach, and
this was funded by Picter and Senator Inouye funneled some money through
Department of Agriculture as part of the Biotechnology Program to first bring the
technology to Hawaii. And this served as a demonstration project to begin really
looking at the Native Hawaiian plants, the Polynesian plants, and local plants that
could be used in, in bioremediation. So this was originally at the slaughterhouse.
A full-scale system was developed out in Campbell when they shut down their
Ewa facilities, and then this literally wetland in, in a tank which is…was
configured out of a Matson container was originally actually designed for about
10,000 gallons a day. But it‟s now serving at the Nature Center, treating
administration…treating the administrative building‟s wastewater and also as an
educational component to Halau Ku Mana, a charter school where they run a lot
of their science, their project-based science programs out of here, to, to basically
treat the water to a reuse level but also serve as a great educational resource for
the community. Other systems that have been developed in the region is Palmyra
Atoll, again utilizing almost entirely local materials, very simple technology,
entirely energy passive, and that‟s the one on the right-hand side. On the
left-hand side again another remote location in the Florida Everglades. This is a
restroom facility. It reuses the water in, back into the toilets, again both
demonstrating native and indigenous plants of those regions. And then some
examples of, of what I showed at the beginning but really where I think the
islands hopefully will be moving towards and that‟s the idea of net zero water, so,
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so just as there‟s net zero energy use and that‟s being promoted today for us to
meet our, our 20…2050 energy target. You know, the same kind of concepts we
can learn for…we can take into the water balance equation. So here for example
is a school and it captures the, a lot of the rainwater that falls on the roof and
keeps that in cisterns. It, it manages all of its stormwater onsite. It treats all its
wastewater through these terraced wetland systems, and then they reuse that water
back inside the building, so their…that their potable water needs are minimized
just for those needs that, that only require potable water needs. And this, by the
way, was a LEED Platinum facility in Washington, DC. Of course the education
components and really engaging our community and our students, these
are…other systems have been built at schools where they integrate a lot of their,
their science course work, their chemistry, and really to understand how wetlands
work in nature, and then also how they serve the, the human aspect. And this
could also, can fall into a lot of, you know, watershed education and how we can
better balance the budget in terms of our water within our own watersheds. Again
this is the net zero water use again, buildings that produce…only use potable
water for those necessary needs, treat everything onsite, and then reuse it again
onsite which minimizes all the extra costs associated with dual infrastructure
systems and pumping of all that water back and forth. Again if we can change
some of our department of building permits to allow for some of this stuff to
happen, it could be really interesting. This is in Portland at the airport. The new
administration building has a system, was also a living building challenge system,
and treats like all their wastewater again inside the facility and reuses it in their, in
their toilets. These are some ways that they can be very aesthetic. You know,
again these are systems that tend to cost a little bit more, but for example on the
one of the left-hand side is in the Netherlands, it‟s the department of forestry. It,
it pumps all the water up to the top of the building, it runs through a subsurface
flow constructed wetland down this spiral staircase that‟s inside the building, and
then they reuse the water in water features where people hang out, and then they
also use it to irrigate their, their plants and trees that they go out and…to reforest
with. This is a…one on the right-hand side is a single-family home. It‟s a little
breakfast nook. He, he flushes his toilet, it goes through that little constructed
wetland where you see the…it looks like kalo but it‟s arrowheads, and then the
reuse water is, is for an…used for a nice water feature. So I‟ll leave you with
right now I think what we‟re at is a crossroads and the timing of, of, of stepping
up and, and really taking leadership on, on looking at the choices we have,
making plans that make sense. You know, do we want to continue to feed our
money into systems that we know may no longer serve our needs, or do we want
to start looking at ways as part of the plan of what, what are our needs today and
how best can we use our water resources in the most efficient manner possible?
So I thank you very much for listening to me, and I‟ll take any questions up on the
panel or, or later. Thanks.
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CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Venu. Members, I will call a three-minute recess
to reset the Chamber for our panel and for questions and answers. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

11:08 a.m.
11:11 a.m.

CHAIR COCHRAN: . . .(gavel). . . Welcome back. The Infrastructure Management
Committee meeting will reconvene. And thank you, Ms. Venu, for that
presentation and coming all the way from Oahu. At this point, I‟d like to allow
each member…each person here to just give a brief statement, and who you are,
and, and, you know, what department you work for. And we‟ll be open, the floor
will be open for questions and answers from the Committee Members.
Mr. Ginoza, you wanna start?
MR. GINOZA: Good morning, Chair Cochran and Members.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning.
MR. GINOZA: My name is Kyle Ginoza, I‟m the Director of Environmental
Management. And as you know, the Wastewater Reclamation Division is within
my Department, and I have Steve Parabicoli here who is in charge of our recycled
water system. And as you heard the…is this on? Oh. As you heard the Mayor
mention we are working toward reusing more water. And as I had mentioned to
you, this body before, looking at increasing the use of recycled water at each of
our three pump station…treatment plants on Maui would cost in the order of
$30 million each in construction costs, where in aggregate roughly $100 million
including the design costs. So what we have is basically trying to prioritize and
making sure that how we get the funding for the $100 million. And to address
Mr. Mateo‟s question, yeah, I‟m in, I‟m in support of the…my boss, the, the
Mayor, so you don‟t have to question that. But that‟s…I‟m here more as a
resource as far as how much it would take to expand the, the recycled water
system in Maui County. Part of the challenges that we have, as compared to what
Kauai has, is we have centralized plants, so whereas Kauai has four plants
distributed around the island and they have for instance like golf courses near the
plants, they can recycle more of the water. But based on how our systems have
been developed where the, the sewage comes down and collects at, at three
different plants on Maui, we then have to look at how we then redistribute the
waters to be used as a resource. We…and to address Mr. Pontanilla‟s question
about the integration or the…if we examine the Central Maui Water Use and
Development Plan, that, that‟s something that we addressed in the, the two studies
we did, the Central Maui Recycled Water Verification Study as well as the South
Maui one where we looked at for these costs, these $30 million each for each
area, how much potable water would be…would be displaced or put back into the,
the supply? And in looking at it from a source development standpoint, I don‟t
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think you get as much bang for your buck looking at reusing recycled water to, to
get potable water versus looking at other well development. So that‟s something
that we have looked at, and we‟re working with Dave Taylor and the Department
of Water Supply in trying to see which is…how we can optimize that. And just
for your information I, I brought it up, I think two weeks ago or a month ago, that
we are working on a West Maui Recycled Water Verification Study, and that‟ll be
available probably in the April-May timeframe so that you have that to go in
conjunction with the other two studies that we did develop. Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Ginoza. Mr. Parabicoli?
MR. PARABICOLI: Good morning, everybody. . . .(inaudible). . . Steve Parabicoli
. . .(inaudible). . .
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: It‟s not on.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Is that on?
MR. PARABICOLI: How‟s that? Better? Okay. Good morning, everybody. I‟m Steve
Parabicoli, and I‟m approaching my 27th year of County employment in April.
And on my first nine years, I was a supervisor at the Kahului Wastewater Plant,
and after that starting in ‟93, I‟ve occupied the position which I occupy now
which is the Water Recycling Program Coordinator. So I‟d like to give you just a
little history about the development of our program. In the ‟90s, we made great
progress. We recognized that…the concerns about injection wells have been
around a long time. We also knew that water resources were short. So we
developed our program to supplement our limited potable water resources,
encourage the use of recycled water, and reduce the reliance on injection wells.
So what we had done was we focused a lot of our resources in the Kihei area
where it‟s very hot and dry, and potable water is limited. We developed a very
comprehensive distribution system which includes elevated storage. Of course
we upgraded the treatment plant to R-1, and as a result, because of that foresight
we are now using up to 60 percent of the recycled water during the summertime
that‟s generated from that facility, 60 percent. And that‟s expected to be
increased in the near future with the new South Maui Community Park and the
recent hookup of the Maui Research and Technology Park which is now using
R-1 water. In Lahaina, we partially upgraded the plant to R-1, we only make
2 million gallons a day of R-1 water there, but West Maui is the site of our largest
recycled water customer, the Kaanapali Resort. They use up to 1.2 million
gallons a day. We are limited in our ability to distribute R-1 water because of
lack of elevated storage which we‟re currently working on with some developers
and possible County funding and possible grant money we have lined up from the
Bureau of Reclamation. So our program has been recognized as being one of the
leading water reuse programs in Hawaii. Unfortunately, we kind of lost
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momentum when the year 2000 came around. We stopped throwing money at the
program. So really the only additions that we‟ve, we‟ve had have been funded by
developers in recent years. So I‟m encouraged to hear that there is support from
the Administration to get the momentum started up again so we can start reusing
this resource. We kind of turned into from a proactive organization with regards
to water reuse, now we‟re I guess we‟re being somewhat reactive, which is not a
good thing. But I think the, one of the key things that came out of our early
program development was the fact that recycled water by using it, it, it, it does
supplement our water resources and at the same times it addresses the concern
about injection wells. Based on that, our program is funded by a combination of
recycled water rates and sewer user fees. So I think any approach that we need
for funding is going to have to be a shared approach. We‟re going to have to look
at this recycled water as a resource, and part…you know, if we‟re going to
develop new sources, I think the first source we should develop is recycled water.
It‟s there, it‟s available, and it‟s wet, and we, we need that, especially in the dry
areas of the island. The Water Use and Development Plan that Mr. Pontanilla
pointed out, did make this point very clear, this recycled water, especially in
South Maui, can go a long way to deferring potable water use. I think the notion
that phasing out injection wells it‟s going to be tough. I read the meters at the
recycled water projects myself. This time of year irrigation demands go down
significantly. During the summertime, we use a lot of water, a lot of recycled
water, so but when it rains and when it‟s cooler, we have to have a place to put
this recycled water, it has to go somewhere. There‟s no way we can develop the
storage just to, to hold it. The only way to, to phase out an injection well from a
treatment plant is to have a very large water user at the end of the pipe, and that
water user has to have an alternative source of water such as brackish water that
they could use during the summer months when we run out of recycled water in
Kihei, for example. And an example would be Wailea or Monsanto on the north
end of Kihei. We could send a line down to Wailea and, and they could use every
drop of recycled water we‟ve got. During the winter time, they could switch, shut
the brackish water pumps at the golf courses and start using R-1 water, and during
the summertime when the irrigation demands pick up at the projects that are
already hooked up to our system, they could just shut the R-1 off and turn on their
brackish. That‟s one way to get to 100 percent reuse from a facility. Now these
South Maui…these studies that we‟re, we‟re presenting to you, these verifications
studies basically provide you folks with a menu of options that you can look, look
at, and, you know, they, they tell how much water could be used, how much each
project is going to cost. I think it‟s just a matter of determining what‟s the best
project. I have a favorite. I‟m going to tell you right now what it is. Central
Maui, Kahului Treatment Plant, that‟s where I used to work. It‟s a shame to see
all that water going down the drain, just right down an injection well. It‟s
perfectly good water. We have an opportunity that‟s before us. Maui Pine used
to recycle its cannery wastewater. They used to discharge it through an injection
well and had some problems with the environmental, the environment, some
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explosions due to methane gas and whatnot. They were required to put in a
pipeline from the cannery to HC&S, and they were pumping 1.8 to 2 million
gallons a day of cannery wastewater to a seed cane area located on HC&S
property. Those pipelines are still there, they‟re doing nothing, and Maui Pine
stated and I pointed this out in the Central Maui study, they would sell those lines
to the County at a very reasonable cost. If we were to upgrade our plant to R-1
and put a pipeline from the plant to Maui Pine Cannery, we could immediately
start providing about 2 million gallons of day of recycled water to HC&S. In
exchange, we would have to have an agreement with them where we would match
the cost of what they‟re paying for their non-potable ditch water and they would
have to leave 2 million gallons a day back in the Central Maui streams. Think
about that for a minute. You‟re going to start recharging your aquifer, and all the
other benefits that go with stream restoration. And if they ever do get into a
biofuel production, like they may, they probably could take even more water, so
that‟s one of my favorites. I have other thoughts that I can elaborate on later, but
I‟d like to pass it on to Lauren right now.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Steve. One second, Lauren. I‟ll go back
to the Department here. We have Mr. Agsalog and Baz in attendance. So please
just a quick introduction. Your…
MR. AGSALOG: Good morning, Madam…good morning, Madam Chair -CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning. Aloha.
MR. AGSALOG: --and Members of the Committee. Thank you for the invitation to be
here. I‟m honored to be here. And as the Director of Finance, I‟m here as your
resource person as far as monitoring our account, our finances, but I will defer
any policy decisions to you as well as the Administration when that questions
will…all those questions will come. And essentially my function as the Director
of Finance is to ensure that all the policies that you have crafted are implemented
in a timely manner, our responsibilities financially are met, and I‟m here to
answer any questions you might have, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Agsalog. Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Madam Chair. My name is Sandy Baz, of course Budget
Director, and as the Budget Director my responsibility is presenting to you the
options to put in place your policies as…in…they relate to the funding. The
budget will be presented to you next week for…the proposed budget for FY ‟12,
and as Mayor alluded to earlier, we‟d like to, to present that and discuss that
matter during the, the budget process as far as individual items go. I also have
information for the current budget, FY ‟11 Budget if you guys are interested in
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that information as well. But here is a resource to hopefully provide you with the
answers that you need to your questions. Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Baz. And, Ms. Venu?
MS. VENU: Is this on? Anyway, you guys have…I‟m Lauren Roth Venu. I won‟t take
up too much time with the introduction as you just heard a presentation from me,
but I‟m again honored to be here today and I‟m open to answering any questions
you may have. Thanks.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Yeah. I will now open the floor for questions and answers for
Department or Ms. Venu from the Members.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair -CHAIR COCHRAN: Yes?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --are you going to do it like start one end, work to the
other end?
CHAIR COCHRAN: Sure. You want to start, Mr. Victorino, first?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: No, I‟ll let, I‟ll defer to the -CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --other end because I had the first crack last time.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Oh, okay.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Being respectful.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Let‟s go over to Mr. Carroll or Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
Thank you very much, Chair.
Question for
Mr. Parabicoli. Thank you very much for the information that you shared with us.
MR. PARABICOLI: You‟re welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I tend to kind of like your idea. I like your number one
choice.
MR. PARABICOLI: Oh, thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Can you tell me…‟cause it seems simple and it makes
perfect sense. You know, if there‟s a line already there and we‟ve already talked
about the barriers to installing infrastructure and how…you know, how expensive
that is, how long it takes, and all that stuff. It‟s already there. It seems like a
much more practical way to go. Can you tell us what are some…or have you run
into any objections, barriers to doing that?
MR. PARABICOLI: Well, initially of course the first barrier was with HC&S‟
willingness to use recycled water. First of all, the concern would be about
quality, that as you know the Kahului facility currently produces R-2 water. Now
historically R-2 water has been used in Hawaii for many years or, and it had been
used for sugar cane irrigation, but there are concerns with worker safety, the
reliability of R-2 water is not quite as good as with R-1 water. So that would be
one barrier. The other barrier with HC&S is nutrients. They are concerned about
nitrogen decreasing sugar yields; however, in a seed cane area that is not quite as
a concern as it would be with full mature cane. There are some other issues with
recycled water entering State waterways. Some of the irrigation ditches within
HC&S‟ land is…are considered State waterways, and Department of Health
prefers not to have recycled water enter State waterways, from my understanding.
Now some of the area that I mentioned where they were growing seed cane are
not part of State waters, so there should be not a concern. If, if they could use
cannery wastewater for seed cane they certainly can use recycled water from our
facility. You know, other than that, you know, I mean I think it‟s a golden
opportunity to secure some, some pipelines that really dirt cheap, and I mean from
a financial standpoint, if you‟re worried about economics, this, this is almost too
good to be true.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. I, I really like the idea. Madam
Chair, should I continue or defer?
CHAIR COCHRAN: Sure, go ahead, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Second question I have is a question for
Mr. Ginoza. You know, it‟s for quite…I think ever since I‟ve been here, we‟ve
been talking about the injection wells and the issues and how to deal with it, and,
you know, it‟s very clear that there seems to be science and studies and whatever
about the effect of injection wells. And yet over the past couple weekends, I
made a trip out to Lahaina one Sunday a week ago, and then this week, I went
down to Maalaea, and as I drove along the ocean and sat overlooking Maalaea
Bay, could see all this ugly, ugly brown muddy water. And, you know, how
much of this damage with the reef is attributed to that kind of thing which we
have really no control over unless as the Mayor said we start building basins way
up to catch all of that? And I just don‟t know if it‟s even practical to consider that
when you watch water running down the road. I mean during a heavy, heavy
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rainstorm it‟s torrents of water, and I‟m not sure we could ever catch that. But,
you know, while we‟re focused on the damage from the injection wells, I suspect
there may be considerable damage to our reefs from what is in that water that‟s
running down into the ocean unrestricted and I mean from oils and mud and God
knows what else it‟s collecting along the way. And also, you know, for many,
many years…I‟m a plantation kid and I remember the years when we didn‟t have
indoor plumbing and we didn‟t have sewers, we didn‟t even have cesspools. We
had outhouses and, you know, all that was plowed down to build all the
developments and houses. Well, that‟s going somewhere. Did that have anything
to do with it? I mean I just want to, want to be sure that, you know, yeah, the
injection wells are part of the problem, but this other thing seems to be a real issue
too but I don‟t hear too much about that. Can you, can you answer?
MR. GINOZA: Madam Chair?
CHAIR COCHRAN: Oh, yes, go ahead, Mr. Ginoza.
MR. GINOZA: Actually, yeah, I‟d like to take the opportunity to show what the kind of
water…the differences in the water types are.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I thought he was going to drink it.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: A graphic example.
MR. GINOZA: So, so when I, when I first started with--I used to work Wastewater-when I first started for Wastewater, I thought that water like this was going down
the sewer, you know, ‟cause I think of -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
MR. GINOZA: --people number two‟ing [sic] and such.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: When you flush the toilet.
MR. GINOZA: Yeah. But this is actually what we gathered as what is a stormwater
runoff that goes into the ocean. So, you know, it‟s, it‟s pretty thick and opaque
just from, you know, the kind of sediment that there is. And I also brought…so
this is the R-1 water that we currently send around, so you can see it‟s pretty clear
in comparison.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Gee, I didn‟t know you had a graphic demonstration.
This is wonderful.
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MR. GINOZA: This is, this is the influent water, so this is actually what is coming to our
treatment plant. You know, whereas, you know, ignorant me when I joined
Wastewater, I thought it was like this brown crud that was going down. This is
actually what is entering our, our plants, and this was actually just taken from
Kihei this morning, our Kihei Treatment Plant. So you can say it‟s, it has crud in
it and then we treat it so that the R-1 water is like this. This is actually the water
that goes down the injection well, so just by comparison. So you can see…I mean
it‟s not…I should have put “DO NOT DRINK” in case Steve gets thirsty right
here.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(Laughter). . .
MR. GINOZA: But, but you can see it‟s relatively clean compared to what is, what is
happening with the, the runoff and the sediment developed from that. Yes, that is
a interesting question as far as the impacts of what is going down our injection
wells versus the…what is causing damage to our reefs from like either runoff or
overfishing of herbivore species.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: One, one more quick question and I‟ll stop. I heard some
really strong words this morning. In that last bottle that looks so clear, I heard
testifiers talk about pollutants, I thought…heard them talk about pathogens. What
is in that water? Do we know in the water that is exiting the plant and going into
the injection well?
MR. GINOZA: Yeah, we know what is in the water but we don‟t know what is coming
up after the, the earth filtration, and I don‟t, I don‟t want to talk about the, the
science or the lack thereof or, or anything like that. I mean I think the Mayor had
put forth that we‟re looking beyond the, the impacts of what is causing nearshore
water impacts, but, yeah, I mean basically we‟re still trying to develop that nexus
between what is going down versus what is actually coming up.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: It seems to me that the best solution is that we can use
that water, whatever it is, for some good use rather than wasting it. I think that‟s
probably where we want to go eventually, and we need to figure that out. Thank
you very much.
MR. GINOZA: And that‟s what, that‟s what we‟re trying to…I mean that‟s why we‟re -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
MR. GINOZA: --developing the studies to help…sorry, to help all of us try to figure out
how best to use this resource that we‟re currently not using or underutilizing. So,
you know, I think from the Administration we are going down that direction of
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reducing the reliance of injection wells, but as Steve had mentioned, because
during the winter months, you know, we can have half or less of the irrigation use
that we have in the summer months. So, for instance, like Lahaina or like Kihei,
isn‟t it like 60 percent during the, the summer months and maybe like 30 or 40,
30 percent during the winter months? You know, it‟s that kind of seasonal
demand that we have to try to figure out what do we do with the, the water that
isn‟t currently going to be used, because we cannot develop enough storage to not
inject it or not find other methods.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. It seems we better get one of
Ms. Roth‟s systems and you try in the County Building. Let‟s become a
sustainable thing with, with our own wastewater. Thank you, Chair.
MR. GINOZA: Sure, thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. I just want to interject real quickly here,
and I would like to just stay focused on Page 71 of the Countywide Policy Plan,
and it states “phasing out the use of injection wells”. I, I don‟t want to be here
debating, negative, not negative, what‟s killing the corals out there at this point,
because I‟ve seen it way too much in too many meetings that we run around in
circles on that one. So I would like to just stay focused on the point of phasing
these out. I know we‟ll never ever 100 percent get rid of them. I understand we
need it as a backup. The Mayor has mentioned. I believe departments have…and
understand that also. I do want to concur with Mr. Parabicoli here. He has a
wonderful idea. I think that‟s worth looking into. This is what this is about,
education, dialoguing, and addressing that we have a mandate right now. The
County, this body voted on it in the Countywide Policy Plan to phase out these
wells. So this is my intention for this Infrastructure meeting and why we have all
the experts here, and I just want to thank everybody again for their time and effort
in making sure that we move forward in a positive direction together. And so
with that I just want to say, Mr. Chair Mateo, please, if you have some questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: You‟re welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And this is for Ms. Venu. Your involvement early on in
your introduction, you referenced that you are a subcommittee member with the
City and County of Honolulu?
MS. VENU: Yes, that‟s correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Are the issues that you‟re addressing with the City and
County, are, are they similar to ours in reference to injection wells and the
elimination thereof?
MS. VENU: Is this, is this on? Oh, here it is. Okay. It, it‟s, it‟s slightly different. I
mean, you know, they have Sand Island and Honouliuli which aren‟t necessarily
injection wells but they‟re, they‟re actually putting out, they‟re discharging it
directly into the ocean. So that‟s, that‟s the consent decree that‟s been going on.
That‟s being taken note of presently to upgrade the treatment plants to at least
meet secondary standards, and then there‟s all the other infrastructure issues with
the sewer.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay.
MS. VENU: So even though it‟s not the injection wells, it‟s the same concept of
discharging, you know, primary treated effluent into the ocean which is why the
EPA stepped in.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
MS. VENU: So, so the issues that we‟re looking at as part of the committee are some of
the same issues. Okay, well, we‟re trying to work with Environmental Services to
get feedback and we‟re not complete in our recommendations quite yet, but some
of the things that we‟ve been looking at, you know, offering the idea of putting
together a feasibility study that…that the County put together a feasibility study to
identify, you know, what‟s the best plan of action. So if you‟re going to invest
close to $5 billion, how is it best invested? So, so for example, if there are areas
where you could reuse water, and right now there‟s a huge issue with the
reclaimed water on Oahu because there‟s limited, limited infrastructure for reuse,
only at the Honouliuli Plant. And then the second part is, is the cost to deliver
that water. So some of the ideas have been talked about, you know, to build
smaller, again creating public/private partnerships, create…incentivize onsite
treatment plants that are offshoots off of the main infrastructure line to treat to
that volume of water…treat to tertiary standard the volume of water that could be
reused locally and let the rest just continue running downstream. So then you‟re,
you know, what would those costs look like? How, how does it come out with
putting the capital cost in for something like that versus running dual
infrastructure lines and then the operational cost of pumping that water back to
the customer?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. In your…the number of slides that you showed,
a lot of them had to do with countries outside of the US.
MS. VENU: Couple, yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: In your, in your review of those particular plants, are
there similarities you see between Maui and the country‟s ability to address their,
their wastewater needs?
MS. VENU: Sure. I mean I think, you know, it‟s my, it‟s my opinion but and I think it, I
think there‟s something intelligent about looking at keeping the water resources
within your community, within your watershed to, to best manage them. So
whether you‟re in Hawaii or somewhere else in the country or in the world, if you
can identify and manage your…the, the rain that falls in that area, manage your
stormwater--post-construction runoff is a huge issue--and manage your
stormwater from not running off your property, treat your wastewater onsite,
reuse it onsite, and, and dispose of it onsite. To me, isn‟t necessarily a Maui issue
or a Oahu issue or, you know, national issue, it‟s just smart, it‟s just smart
thinking if, if, if the, if the pennies play out in a way that makes sense.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Well initially smart thinking got us to this point.
MS. VENU: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So not too smart.
MS. VENU: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So and thank you very much.
MS. VENU: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I‟ll yield at this time, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Yeah. Okay. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. I expected him to go on a little bit more.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: . . .(Inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . .(Laughter). . . Got a couple questions I guess for
Mr. Ginoza or Mr. Parabicoli. There was talk about disinfecting our water some
more, further. Is there a cost associated with that?
MR. PARABICOLI: Yeah, there would be the cost of construction of UV channels and
then of course the operation and maintenance, electricity, replacing lamps, you
know. So, you know…
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Do you know how much that might be?
MR. PARABICOLI: I don‟t have it offhand but -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. PARABICOLI: --we can get that to you, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Now…
MR. PARABICOLI: But I can tell you the new cost of a new channel in Lahaina will be,
I believe, it‟s, it‟s in the verification studies, but I believe it‟s about $1.4 million
for a new channel, something like that.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Would we need to, to disinfect the water to do,
for instance, your, your thought of going out to HC&S? Would we need to
disinfect the water further than what we have now?
MR. PARABICOLI: Well, we produce R-2 water there now. The Health Department
does allow R-2 water to be used for sugar cane. HC&S has stated that they would
much prefer R-1 water due to the fact that it‟s…you know, workers do come in
contact with the water, and the perception that this water would be used on a food
crop even though it‟s…would be processed. So it‟s…yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So we, we would have to add the cost of that?
MR. PARABICOLI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. PARABICOLI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And again I guess, Mr. Ginoza, looking back at the
Central Maui potential R-1 recycled water expansion options, you talk about
option three, going from the Kahului Wastewater Recycling Facility…or
not…yeah.
MR. GINOZA: Treatment plant.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. Coming down Kaahumanu Avenue to Kane
Street and then hooking into Mr. Parabicoli‟s pipes.
MR. GINOZA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And that we would have to build . . .(Laughter). . .
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: . . .(Inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes, I know.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: I didn‟t know he had bought it out yet.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. First of all, what would it be, the cost for
procuring those pipes?
MR. GINOZA: We actually are in, I guess, initial discussions with Maui Land and Pine
about that, because they expressed that they would be willing to talk to the
County about the purchase of those, of those…of that…those pipes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, but I got a bridge that I‟m willing to sell you, too.
MR. GINOZA: So and because of this being a hot topic for this body and the, the
community, you know, of course we expressed some interest, and it‟s still in the
preliminary stages of just finding out what they have and what the condition is.
We basically from the Wastewater Reclamation Division sent some, some
initial…more structural integrity or, you know, more engineering questions as far
as the usability of those pipes for our purposes. So it hasn‟t gotten to the point
where we talk anything about acquisition, you know, until we find out if it‟s, if
it‟s useable for us, and that‟s from the cannery on. And so if you look at the
Central Maui Recycled Water Verification Study, what Steve had mentioned the
Option A to…is the plant upgrade costs to have the two UV channels to get it
from R-2 to R-1 quality. And then option three…oh, so Option A was just under
$5 million, and then option three is what it would cost roughly to provide that
water to, to provide for the seed cane, and that‟s roughly 1.85 million. But that,
we don‟t know…that doesn‟t include the…like we don‟t know…the big unknown
is the acquisition cost of that pipeline, but that includes the cost to get from our
treatment plant to the pipeline.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And that would be utilizing some of the pipe that
was left in with the force main replacement or no?
MR. GINOZA: Actually for the, the Wailuku force main replacement, we used the old
force main as a, as, for redundancy because in case something happens to our new
force main, we don‟t have any other…and, and considering the proximity of that
force main to the ocean, I mean it‟s basically right inside of the…right by Kahului
Beach Road. We have that as a redundancy, so we would prefer…and we don‟t
know how clean it is and, you know, I don‟t know how much DOH would like
that we‟re using a line that was previously used to transport raw sewage as a R-1
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waterline. So we would prefer to, just for the safety and for the ability to prevent
spillage or, or control spillage in the future, to use that as a, as a backup, and
that‟s how we have connected the system up as far as valving it on, on both sides.
And so that is looking…this $1.85 million cost is looking at different piping from
the treatment plant to the, the cannery.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And one last question, some pretty strong
allegations were made. Are, are we…are injection wells unlawful and are we
violating the Clean Water Act?
MR. GINOZA: We, we currently are up for renewal for our, our UIC permit, and
basically the, the State and the Federal government have been giving us
extensions to our permit as we try to renew these permits. And we‟re currently
trying to figure out what, what kind of measures it will take to, to get our permits.
Basically, yeah, there‟s just some confusion on both sides. I mean basically the
Federal government wants to do stuff to…or the State wants to make us do stuff
and which we feel is unwarranted and, you know, it‟s going to be unfunded
mandates. So it‟s a matter of, you know, we‟re looking at it as a Department, as a
Division as far as trying to control sewer costs for the citizens of Maui County. I
mean, you know, I…and that‟s why I know it seems like we‟re at times
obstructionists, that we don‟t want to…it looks like we don‟t want to support
certain measures. It‟s not that. I mean it‟s a matter of, like in this case,
$100 million. I mean is it best spent on this or, you know, I…we get calls every
day about few percent increase in sewer rate, and we‟re talking about a $10 to $15
rate, sewer rate increase. And so that‟s the kind of things that we just want to
bring into the discussion, and, you know, if you give us $100 million we‟ll, we‟ll
spend it and we‟ll, we‟ll put everything in. And that‟s, you know, but we want to
look beyond basically what, what is there forcing the issue. I mean the, the
Administration has taken a stance of wanting to increase recycled water use which
we‟ve, we‟ve outlaid the options, and it is this body and the Administration‟s call
on prioritizing…you know, it‟s basically almost a zero sum game. You take $100
million from here. What is going to not have the $100 million? And so this is
how that pie would be split up for the $100 million and we‟re in support of
expansion of the system.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well, I guess that didn‟t quite answer my question.
MR. GINOZA: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Are we in danger of $2.2 million a day worth of fines?
MR. GINOZA: I wouldn‟t think so because we currently have valid…I mean our permit
has been extended, and so the, you know, these, these wells were built with
Federal dollars and we‟ve been following EPA and DOH permits and they keep
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renewing it. I would say that, you know, if they said we are to stop and do
something else then we‟d be in violation. But until we resolve what level of
treatment is amenable to both sides, I wouldn‟t say they would have the
opportunity to levy $2.-whatever million fines. I mean we are, we are operating
within the bounds of our existing permit.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, Madam Chair, for the sake of time and we are
running very late and I think it‟s been a very good discussion. Much of this is
redundant. The bottom line in all of this is we gotta reuse this water somewhere,
somehow. We can cut, cut to the chase, quit the bull, let‟s do it. Whether it‟s
your plan, their plan, any plan, the point is we gotta be committed to do it and put
the monies there, and the people of Maui County have to understand that‟s what
we gotta do, Madam Chair. We can bull shirt our way through the rest of the day,
but what the bottom line is right now, Madam Chair, we gotta do what is right and
what is right is reusing this water and taking it out of and putting it into our ocean.
Or we‟re going to be like Oahu who‟s right now trying their best to get the
Congress to put in an exemption for them because it ain‟t gonna fly, it ain‟t gonna
fly. So we don‟t want to wait to that point. We don‟t want a decree that makes us
end up looking for an exemption. So I agree, Madam Chair, bottom line, let‟s
recycle the water and we gotta take whatever actions we need and do it now.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. And, and I believe, you know, it‟s, it‟s
a valuable resource that‟s being wasted I think is also the bottom line, and which
in turn, you know, phasing out the wells we reuse, recycle, everything will be
happy, the reefs, our land, you know, developers, water will get to where it needs
to be used. So with that, yes, we are running out of time. I just want to thank
everybody here for a very interesting and mostly a very important discussion here
today. It‟s, it‟s not over, things are just starting, but I‟m very, very happy to see
that we are open and dialoguing about it, and I think that‟s the, that‟s the main
thing here. With that, I‟d like to call for a recess. I believe we have DOT that‟s
going to be doing a presentation. Director Jo Anne Johnson is here, and we‟ll
take a three-minute recess. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

11:51 a.m.
11:54 a.m.
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ITEM NO. 11(3): COMMITTEE’S
PRIORITIES
AND
PROCEDURES;
PRESENTATIONS FROM COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE
AGENCIES (ORIENTATION WORKSHOP BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION)

CHAIR COCHRAN . . .(gavel). . . Members, our second and final item today is
IM-11(3), relating to the County Department of Transportation. And this
Committee has jurisdiction over matters relating to the County DOT. I have
scheduled our current Director Jo Anne Johnson to give us a presentation. Please
proceed.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: . . .(PowerPoint Presentation). . . Thank you very much,
Chair Cochran and Members of the Infrastructure Management Committee. I‟m
here today with my Deputy Marc Takamori, who helped prepare a PowerPoint
presentation. I know many of you are already familiar with the operations of the
Department of Transportation, but for those in the community also, I think this is
extremely beneficial for us to go through, so with that we‟ll begin the
presentation.
This is basically an overview of the areas that we‟re going to cover. I realize this
is a very quick overview and certainly doesn‟t go into all of the details, but these
are the areas we‟re going to hit: the history, the programs, the goals and summary
of our operations with a brief description of the routes, the equipment, and our
infrastructure, how we get our funding, the program for Maui Economic
Opportunity, our air ambulance, and if time permits, questions. The Department
got its start in 2003 when Maui County voters voted to create the new Department
of Transportation. We‟re responsible, according to the Charter, for the planning
and implementation of all modes of transportation in Maui County, including
those in the air and those on water and land which presently we‟re not doing air
other than air ambulance, and water hopefully we would never have to have a
forced landing. So for the current time, we‟re not doing anything on water.
Responsible also is, you know, an area of planning and developing an efficient
program to facilitate rapid, safe, and economical movement of people and goods
in Maui County. We coordinate Maui County‟s transportation programs with
other County departments and with agencies of the State and Federal government.
Our mission statement is to facilitate the rapid, safe, and economical movement of
people and goods in Maui County. Currently we do have under our control the
Maui Bus program, the MEO Transportation program, and the Air Ambulance
program. Our goals are to mitigate escalating traffic problems within Maui
County, to provide transportation options for the residents of and visitors to Maui
County, and to improve public awareness of traffic abatement measures and of
transit opportunities. The short range goals for the Maui Bus, with the Kihei
Islander and Villager Bus delays, we were able to make a route modification with
expedited times, and this was completed in February of ‟11 and so far that is
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holding true, it is doing what was…it was intended to do. We also will be
tomorrow approaching the Budget Committee with a shortfall for our ParaTransit
and commuter operations where we will request a budget amendment for Fiscal
Year ‟11 of $425,000. And currently we‟re also looking at other route
modifications to respond to ridership needs and also keep our costs down. The
long range goals are to eventually expand the Kula route which we estimate will
be around 500,000 not including the ParaTransit costs, and also look at expansion
for the Waihee route, and because we don‟t have any cost estimates that will be
undertaken at some point. We‟re looking at Luakini Street one-way reverse
because of some safety issues and also area resident complaints near the Wharf
Cinema Center. We‟re also continuing with more bus shop…bus stop shelter
designs and construction, and we‟re looking at purchasing replacement vehicles
and adding new vehicles to our fleet. This…and obviously I‟m not going to go
through all of this but it‟s just a general overview of how Maui Bus has
progressed from our inception in ‟03 to the present time. We have current fixed
routes and looking at possible expansion into the areas of the Kula route and the
Waihee route, and you also have in your handout those routes for reference. We
have our commuter routes and these are also listed on your handout for reference.
So these are the routes we are looking at, you know, the efficiency in these
particular routes also so that we don‟t go over budget on our commuters. These
are the inventories. I won‟t go through every one in detail, but we were able to
acquire these vehicles that were put into service in ‟08 and ‟010. So we‟re trying
to at least give you an overview as you go through each one of these vehicles of
what we have in our fleet and what the life expectancy is, so we felt it would be
helpful with budget coming up that you know what we‟re really facing in terms of
longevity. So we have the EZ Rider and we have seven buses in ‟08, and five
buses were acquired in ‟10. We have the Aero-Elite which in 2006 we acquired
nine buses, and you can see where we are, they‟re getting a lot of use. Already
they are, you know, from ‟06 to the present year, we‟re doing pretty well on the
average mileage as you can see. The Aerotech, we have four buses which were
put into service in 2006, which have an average mileage of 188,357, and those are
reaching or actually exceeding the end of their life. We have the Axess (Trolleys)
which in 2007, we purchased six with an average mileage currently of 228,209
miles, so, you know, there‟s still quite a bit of life left in these vehicles but they
are under heavy usage. And our Double Decker bus which is not yet delivered
and we will be updating you throughout the budget process and on the progress
for this. So that was acquired at a projected cost of $925,000, but delivery is not
slated until later this year or early 2012. The bus stops, currently there‟s 169 bus
stops in the Maui Bus system. We have a total number of bus stops that do meet
the requirement for a shelter of 42, with a design and implementation cost of
approximately 85,000 per stop. The number of bus stops that meet the
requirement for a bench total 11, and the design and implementation costs for
these would be approximately $53,000 per stop, and just simply making a bus
stop ADA accessible for engineering costs and site improvements, $50,000 per
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stop. We have under design and construction the Luana Gardens‟ stop in…that
will serve the Kahului Loop. We have Luana Gardens Kahului-Reverse Loop, Ka
Hale A Ke Ola which, you know, if you look down the street you‟ll see that under
construction which serves the Wailuku Loop. Designed and being put out to bid
currently are the Eddie Tam Gym Upcountry Islander, Uwapo Road in South
Kihei which serves the Kihei Villager Mauka, Uwapo Road in South Kihei which
is the Kihei Villager Makai, Ohukai in South Kihei, it‟s the Kihei Villager Mauka,
and Ohukai and that serves the Kihei Villager Makai. These are our designs. We
have actually a total of three designs, we‟ve just illustrated two for you here, and
we‟ll show you some of the choices that, you know, where these are being placed.
We have Luana Gardens which is under construction and more than likely that
will be Design 1 which is to be utilized for that area, and we have Ka Hale A Ke
Ola and we also…I‟m, I‟m not sure if we have just a bus shelter, a stop, but that I
believe would use probably Design 1 as well. And this is the Kaahumanu Center
improvements, which is our hub and as you may know, we have a ten-year lease
on this facility for $1 a year, so we are moving forward with the improvements at
this site. And I know that you‟ll all be looking forward to that, because that is one
of our busiest hubs on the island. Our ridership in ParaTransit, we did a graph
from ‟07 to current and as you can see, we are rapidly increasing the number of
riders. We go up and down a little bit as sometimes the cycles that we go through
also depend on visitors who also do occasionally ride ParaTransit as well. Our
commuter route, again you‟ll see the graph illustrated from January of „10 to
January „11 with our daily averages listed below. As you know, during our tourist
season, we do have our individuals who ride the commuter on call, and so many
times, the commuter services are directly in proportion to the number of people
that are commuting to work in order to get to either principally South or West
Maui, because they, they really oftentimes have much greater numbers in off
season…or in on season than they do in off season. We get our funding from the
General Fund, from the Highway Fund, and we‟ve listed the current fares that are
being charged currently. We have our motor…and into the Highway Fund, we in
addition to the fares we get our Motor Vehicle Weight Tax, the Fuel Taxes, and
the Franchise Tax. We also receive Federal Transit Administration funds from
our FTA 5309 which is for bus or bus related equipment, and our FTA 5311
which funds are rural transportation services. We have revenues from fares which
we are tracking, and as you will note, you know, the fares actually went down a
little bit even though ridership was tracking upward, and the next slide should
explain some of that. We have our passenger counts in December and January
going up, and yet we have our revenues in the same period of time going down
slightly. Some of that was due to the implementation of fare increases which we
encountered last year. Our ridership had not gone up completely, but one of the
other things that took place in January of 2011, was we did have the
implementation of the $2 daily rate and that was extremely popular. So I think
some of the light sales in our actual bus passes, our monthly passes contributed to
a decrease in some of our fare receipts. So you can see the passenger counts for
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Fiscal Year „10 were 2.3 million riders and the revenue in Fiscal Year „10 was
1…1.3 million. Our operating budget, we‟ve just graphed it for you beginning in
„07, „08, „09, „10, and „11, so you can see also that in Fiscal Year „09 we thought,
you know, you would want to know so we put a little explanation that we did
provide that year 700,000 for the MEO Baseyard and 1.2 million for MEO bus
replacement that the Council included. So that‟s why you have a little bit of a
bump up in Fiscal Year „09. Maui Economic Opportunity does provide for our
social service transportation which includes our senior transportation as well as
youth trans and also for a dialysis transportation, and they do serve clients on
Lanai, Molokai, and Maui. So we do depend on them heavily on the neighbor
islands because they‟re the only game in town, so we‟re very grateful for the
services that they do provide, and also for our dialysis transportation and the
seniors and youth here on Maui in the areas that are not served by the Maui Bus.
Their grant currently is a total of $4,532,184, and the social service boardings
related to that transportation component are 293,000 boardings, and we do
oversee this grant. We have also MEO transportation which is dialysis grant of
$921,905 and the boardings included there are 24,000. For the air ambulance in
Fiscal Year „10, there were a total of 20 trips with the County grant subsidy at a
current level of $672,215. And this is just an outline of the flights that were made
so you have some idea of where we‟re going to, and I know many people say this
is an extremely expensive service, and yet for those individuals who we‟ve been
able to contact who did, you know, express their appreciation to this County for
providing this service and to the State that also matches. We‟re extremely
grateful because there is no price, as many of you have pointed out previously, on
a life. And that concludes our presentation.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Director Johnson. And, Members, we‟ll recess for a
couple minutes just to reset the Chambers once again. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

12:10 p.m.
12:12 p.m.

CHAIR COCHRAN: . . .(gavel). . . Thank you. Infrastructure Management Committee
will now reconvene, and we just saw a presentation by Director Johnson Winer.
And so, Ms. Winer, please continue and the floor is now open for discussion or
questions for Department of Transportation at this point.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR COCHRAN: Members…yes, Mr. Victorino?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. I‟ll go right to the bus stops and the bus stops
designs, and I realize that a lot of this was inherited from the previous
Administration. However, the question I have for you, in looking at these
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designs…and I think you‟re looking at on Page 10, yeah. Almost all of them are
the same as far as this design and three seats and you got a little standing area. Is
that, that‟s pretty much the, the bus stop as it‟s designed?
MS. JOHNSON WINER: Yes. In fact, Jim Oster actually is working on trying to
customize some of the designs, I know recently we had a presentation, the Mayor
was in Makawao, and what we‟re trying to do is accommodate some of the
designs. But because of certain number triggers -VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Right.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: --it warrants certain things, so we don‟t have a whole lot of
option and particularly when we‟re accessing other monies. But also my Deputy
Director Marc Takamori also has been working very close on this. So we do try
to accommodate the community, and looking at the design of the bus stops but
also looking at what is really needed for the rider. So it, it may be in between and
not serve the needs of all the riders.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: And persons of special needs or disability will be
accommodated in all of these bus stops, right?
MS. JOHNSON WINER: Absolutely -VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: --and there‟s special requirements through ADA that we have
to have everything level and totally accessible so they can safely get on the
transportation.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO:
Mr. Marc. . .

And real quickly, I‟ll end with this question to

MS. JOHNSON WINER: Takamori.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: I‟m having one of those senior moments again, he went
right out of the head, sorry. I even called somebody else Madam Mayor this
morning. I‟m really having a lot of senior moments and it‟s Monday. Oh boy, I
hate to see when Thursday rolls around. Have you made it a point to sit down
with our disability, disabled community, persons of disable and work with them
as far as their needs and listening to their concerns, so that when we design these,
they‟re the ones that helped us design it. I mean, I know you get national
standards but we gotta look at the people that are here every day. Do you have an
opportunity and will you make it a point to sit with them?
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MR. TAKAMORI: I, I do know that when these designs were being made, the person
that was going out was going out to all the different communities, so if they were
present at those community hearings, they were able to I guess get a say into that.
As of sitting down with them face-to-face, I‟m not quite sure if that was done.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Well…
MR. TAKAMORI: So I mean if, if not then we can also still go out and, and ask for their
input.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. And, and I think, you know, again sometimes when
we say oh, we go to the community so they know we‟re there, they should come.
You know, I‟m saying this is a special group of people that I really believe, Marc,
you know, we should spend some extra attention getting together with them at
their meetings instead of making them come to our meetings. I mean they have
this challenge. I mean sometimes ParaTransit getting there at night. You know,
so let us make it a point and then that‟s all I‟m asking, a point, that you will make,
you know, an opportunity to go see them, not always have them come see you in
the design and, and setup of these bus stops in the future. I understand you can‟t
change the past, but I‟m asking to consider that for the future. And if, you know,
between you and, and our Director would commit to that then I think they would
feel very comfortable and be able to, you know, feel good that you guys are
taking that extra step to help them. That‟s all I‟m asking, Madam Chair. Thank
you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Oh, okay. Thank you.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: Thank you. Madam Chair, just to add, we did…in fact we
have attended the disability community meetings. When we were invited, we
have shared with them and also asked them for their input whether it‟s on this
issue, whether it‟s on riding issues, vehicles, you know, so and, you know, we‟re,
we‟re always happy to work with them. And Mr. Valentine and I have met
several times personally, so he is well aware that my office door is open. And
we‟ll certainly take into consideration any of their suggestions where it‟s fiscally,
you know, and I guess through legislative means where it‟s doable.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Madam Director. Thank you, Madam Chair -CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. Yes.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --for that response.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Any further questions or comments? Yes, Mr. Mateo?
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
morning, Jo Anne --

Madam Chair, thank you very much.

And good

MS. JOHNSON WINER: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: --Ms. Johnson. Who would have thought that a few
years, over 2 million riders would be on our buses? That‟s absolutely incredible.
Apparently, you know, I hear from your presentation a concern about bus
replacements, and because our fleet is so limited and some of them are already
approaching that mark for replacement, your upcoming budget will it include any
replacement buses?
MS. JOHNSON WINER: We have monies that are leftover from…it would be…I
believe in this year‟s budget it includes ten smaller replacement buses. We were
able to reprogram hopefully some of the monies, because as you well know, the
Federal money is drying up. I can‟t say into the future but I know that we are
planning on reprogramming those monies and purchasing ten smaller ParaTransit
vehicles, but we‟re, we‟re hoping and we have one other one on order. So we‟re
going to do everything we can to access the Federal money that does become
available, but I know that you are well aware of all the challenges in every
department as far as Federal monies go.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair Mateo. Any…yes, Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you. For the proposed Kula route to Kula
Sanatorium coming down to Pukalani, and it‟s still going to be in collaboration
with MEO to bring people to the bus stops?
MS. JOHNSON WINER: What we‟re doing right now is we‟re working…in fact, the
Kula route we have some challenges with that, and I don‟t want to say too much
because it really kind of goes over into the budget process. But one of the things
we found is that depending on where we go after we inform you about some of
the challenges we‟re having to meet in ParaTransit, I would really like to seek
your input as to where we should go. Because I know that everybody wants the
expansion of these routes, but it‟s going to be tough to be able to provide. But we
will work with Ala Hou and MEO to provide transportation to at least get them to
the current areas where we do presently go.
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CHAIR COCHRAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: After meeting with a lot of people in Kula and of
course that was one of the main concerns is the bus routes, and also the concern,
that because of the weather up there especially higher up, about the location of the
bus stops and if we were going to have actual bus stops over there to keep them
out of the weather especially since it would be extended waiting times often over
there for the, the people on that route no matter what we do. Have you considered
already the, talking up there to the people up there where the stops would be?
MS. JOHNSON WINER: I know that Mr. Oster from our office will meet with the
citizens in the area to really try to design and develop something that will fit their
needs. We do have some options available to keep people, you know, particularly
rain inclement weather, wind, we do have those options available. What drives
principally the bus stops is ridership, and so once we know we have established
ridership at particular areas, we will work with the community to put in what‟s
most serviceable for them.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: One last thing, do you have a goal to…for a
timetable? Do you have a goal to when you would like this to happen?
MS. JOHNSON WINER: What I‟d like to do is give a little bit more time for the Federal
government to settle down and know how we‟re going to apply for money and if
it can be used for bus stop construction as well as route expansion. And once I
have a little bit better understanding, then I‟d be happy to give you a time
projection. But I think it‟s, it‟s going to be a little bit difficult, given the financial
constraints that we have this year, to do it. But I‟m…I mean we‟ll work really
hard to get the money whatever is out there, and as soon as we can possibly do
that, that is one of the most critical routes that we want to expand to.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: Thank you.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Any further discussion or questions? Seeing none, without
objection, the Committee will defer both items on today‟s agenda.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.
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CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you. And thank you, Jo Anne and Marc, for being here.
Wonderful and, you know, looking forward to the budget session and seeing
where we can take all this.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: And I want to just thank all of you because it wasn't too long
ago when I was sitting where you were, and to Chair Cochran, you're doing a
great job.

CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: And I really appreciate the opportunity to come here and
share, and it is different, guys, on this side of the aisle.
CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you.
MS. JOHNSON WINER: Thank you very much, 1 really appreciate it.

CHAIR COCHRAN: You're welcome. And so with no further business scheduled, this
meeting is adjourned. . .(gavel). . .

ADJOURN: 12:22 p.m.
APPROVED:

ELLE COCHRAN, Chair
Infrastructure Management Committee
im:min:110314:ds

Transcribed by: Daniel Schoenbeck
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